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THE PROBLEM 
m'ATEMENI' OF THE PROBLEM 
l 
In recent years marching bands have become an important part of 
the high school instrumental pro~ The larger bands adapted this phase 
of band work from the college banda, while the smaller schools with their 
proportionately smaller bands were forced to limit their marching to par-
ades. Some of the smaller bands were fortunate in having directors who 
had found means of adapting the maneuvering ability of these large banda 
to their own situations. 
It seems apparent that there is a need for the consolidation of 
the available material, of which there is considerable, pertaining to 
the problems of the marching band. Most of this material however deals 
with different aspects of the work. By experience it has been found 
possible to adapt many of the drill formations and maneuvers for use in 
the smaller high school bands. Same need exists for consideration of all 
phases of marching band work, from the start, in smaller high schools, 
and for coordination and adaptation of different plans of procedure to 
development of the marching band in the small high school. The purpose 
of this study is to meet such need. 
It is felt that the material contained will be of considerable 
value to directors of bands which number from forty to fifty players. 
By further adaptation these plans can be applied to bands with even 
smaller personnel than forty, eL though the larger number has been chosen 
for this work as it appears to be the average size of the marching band 
in the smaller high schools in the secti on in which the writer is acquain-
• 
2 
ted and has been working. The volume of work contained in this study is 
expected to cover all the phases of developing a marching band in the 
smaller high school. 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The material contained in this thesis has been drawn tram (1) avail-
able texts, changed and adapted for use by the small marching band; (2) 
from new ideas and procedures developed by the writer in his school band 
progr~ 
Justifying the marchiAS band educationally. The development of a 
good marching band should be along ~ound educational lines. Its existence 
in schools should be justified by its educational value. This educational 
value has not been assumed, but an effort has been made to support the 
thought that the marching band is educationally worthwhile in the small 
high school, first by investigating the writings of recognized music ed-
ucators, and sampling their opinion; and second by sampling the opinion, 
by correspondence, of schooJ administrators in the field. 
Development of the band organization. The first stages in devel-
oping a marching band concern the band or~nization. New ideas which deal 
with scheduling rehearsals, student government and the band instrumentation 
will be presented. A marching order is suggested as a means of enhancing 
the sound of the marching band. This plan for marching formation is not 
entirely new but its use is not universal because of its revolutionary 
style. As a means for making awards to band members, a merit system is 
outlined. 
Development of basic marching order, marching drills and formations. 
This material presupposes nothing more than the band's ability to play a 
• 
3 
few marches. Included with the material for the first marching drills 
will be commands while at a halt, commands while marching, the marching 
formation and the first street marching practice. The exact commands 
and their method of execution will be explained. 
The next consideration will be given to marching drills, maneuvers 
and formations. Included will be methods of executing turns, three types 
of countermarches and similar marching techniques. Examples of line drills 
and formations for low bleacher view; maneuvers for special occasions with 
appropriate music will be outlined. Letter formations, which can be per-
formed by small high school band, with examples of this work will be des-
cribed. 
Drum Major. Inasmuch as the success of a marching band, while on 
parade, depends largely upon the ability of the drum major, it is thought 
quite necessary to devote considerable thought to this position. The work 
will contain a discussion of a method for selecting the drum major, teach-
ing the commands and the drum major•s duties. 
Uniforms and Miterials. The writer will explain a plan for pur-
chasing uniforms. This plan has proved a money-saving means in the pur ... 
abase of uniforms. Consideration will be given to types of uniforms, and 
the uniform budget as well as the method for choosing the uniform to buy. 
The closing chapter will concern itself with nwsic material for the 
marching band. Here will be listed many marches which may be used with the 
formations and maneuvers described. A list of march collections will be 
given for consideration. 
• 
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I 
VALUES OF THE MARCHING BAND 
Importance and Frequency. The marching band has become an import-
ant part of the music program in the high school. Not so many years ago, 
most high school bands limited their appearances to civic parades, where 
only marching was needed, and furnishing music from the sidelines at ath-
letic contests. High school bands have since adapted the maneuvering ex-
hibitions of the college bands, when it became apparent that there was a 
use and value in the work for high school bands. 
At first only the larger high schools with the better bands attempt-
ed to duplicate the style of the college bands in their marching and man-
euvering. This was not too much of a problem for the director of a large 
high school band if they were prof:Lcient in their playing ability. These 
bands were able to copy the drill :formations without much changes, as their 
groups were large in number. 
Each year more high school bands have become marching bands. Not 
only are they becoming quite exper·t in the art of marching, but they are 
equally able to perfor.m intricate formations to the suprise and delight 
of the spectators. Now even the smaller high schools are developing march-
ing bands. M:lny times their direc·tors are without the aid of the physical 
education department. They are confronted with the problem of teaching 
their bands to play well and perform some drill formations, e.ll within the 
first month o:f the fall semester, :Ln time for the first football game. 
Publicity value. A good marching band does much to promote the 
support o:f the taxpayers in neintaining the instrumental department. 
• 
• 
•The marching band is doing its noble 
part in helping to sell instrumental 
music to the American public today.• l 
5 
In all probability there are many more townspeople who judge the 
work o£ the music department, as a whole, when they hear the high school 
marching band. 
•More than eighty percent of the 
people who hear a Rand play hear 
it only on parade.• 2 
Marching bands provide not only good publicity for the school and 
the music department; they have also many educational values. 
•How important is the marching band? 
Is it worth the time and toil re-
quired to equip it £or smooth play-
ing and marching? Assuredly, yes.• 3 
Teaching cooperation and responsibility. The marching band teaches 
its members cooperation. Each member has a particular place in the march-
ing order, and in each formation or maneuver. He must be alert to follow 
the drum major's directions. In the marching band this cooperation is of 
utmost importance. It carries over, in later life, into many fields of 
industry, where the director is then the employer; the drum major, the 
£oreman and the band member, a workman. The man who has learned, as a 
student, to cooperate with his fellow band members will have developed 
character qualities which should attract £avorable attention, and tend 
toward success and promotion. 
l Marching Maneuver Series Vol. 9 George T. Bennett; Preface, Russel L. 
Wiley, Gambled Hinged MUsic Co., Chicago, Ill., 1939 
2 The Band On Parade, Raymond Francis Dvorak, Carl Fischer Inc., New York, 
1937 Introduction p. ix 
3 Ibid p. lx 
• 
• 
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Soon responsibility grows out of cooperation. The marching band 
member has many IOOre obliga t ions than a concert band player. He must 
• 
learn to care for his instrument and the uniform which has been issued 
him, whether he belongs to a concert band or a marching band. In e.dd-
ition to these responsibilities he is often required to make special 
appearances with his band. These special performances sometimes require 
extra rehearsals. It can therefore be assumed that this extra work adds 
much to the responsibilities of the marching band member. 
Dependability. In speaking of responsibility, we are probably speak-
ing of developing dependability. The many extra programs which require the 
services of the marching band affords the members more of an opportunity to 
prove their dependability. Parades many times interfere with other personal 
plans, forcing the band members to prove their loyalty to their band even 
at the expense of some other pleasure. 
"A band is the embodiment of the 
spirit of loyalty." 4 
The most dependable band members soon find themselves elected to 
some official capacity in the marching band organization. 
Leadership. The marching band proves e. decided opportunity for the 
development of leadership abilities. Student government within the ranks 
of the band offers many band members, who display potential ability, a 
chance to become leaders. Band members are always eager to respect and 
follow real leadership from their own members. 
4.The Band On Parade, Raymond Francis Dvorak, Carl Fischer Inc., New York, 1937, 
; • pix 
• 
• 
*A great deal has been written about 
leadership; practically nothing has 
been said about fellowship. Yet in 
the final analysis the ability to 
follow, to do as told, to respect 
authority, and to submdt to direct-
ion are of vital importance in the 
world of human relationahips. In 
the practice of marching tactics, 
under good leadership, these qual-
ities are acquired.• 5 
7 
The same leaders among the band members are often those chosen for 
leadership among the high school classes. Many of the most outstanding 
personalities in any high school are found within the band. 
Disciplinary value. A properly trained band causes its director few, 
if any disciplinary problems. 
•If fundamentals are well learned, the 
drills planned so that each member is 
kept busy, good discipline should re-
sult and with it good marching.• 6 
For this reason, it would seem that academic teachers should en-
courage students to become members of the marching band. It is not 
suggested that the band director become responsible for correcting all 
the disciplinary problems within the high school but rather that the 
disciplinary value of the marchi ng band be more appreciated • 
Healt h. From the health standpoint. the marching band is thought 
to be a great builder. Players on wind instruments develop their l ung 
capacity, but this is only one of the advantages of the marching dr ills . 
Many faulty postures are corrected or greatly improved by marching. 
"Thus, under good leadership, marchi ng 
provides excellent posture training.• 7 
5. Marching Tactics, S.C.Staley, A.S.Barnes & Co., New York, 1928 P•3 
6. Marching Maneuver Series Vol.2 Claude B. Smdth and Wallace Capel, Gambled 
Ringed MUsic Co., Chicago,Ill. 1935 P•5 
7• Marching Tactics, s.c.staley; A.S.Barnes & Co., New York, 1928 p.2 
• 
• 
After posture is corrected, poise is developed. 
"The program of marching, therefore, 
is very effective in teaching proper 
walking." 8 
The band director soon teaches his players the art of playing 
while on the march. \Vhen this is taught and practised repeatedly, it 
is found that each member's carriage of his body has been greatly improved. 
Overcoming the Complex. Complexes of one sort or another are many 
times helped through membership in the marching band. An inferiority 
complex may be lost to a student who through contact with the marching 
band attains same degree of efficiency as a musician or in marching. The 
opposite is also true; players who try to make themselves appear better 
than they are, often are cured of this misconception after a few months 
in the marching band. 
Avocation and Leisure Time value. High School students can find 
a valuable use for much of their leisure by participating as members of 
a marching band. Membership in such a band neccessitates considerable 
practice, outside of school time, in the preparation of the band music. 
The extra drills and rehearsals occupy additional time, after school 
hours, which might otherwise be wasted. Band members who have become 
more seriously ·interested may further their proficiency on their musical 
instruments with a view towards continuing their study after graduation 
from high school. 
8~rching Tactics, s. c. Staley, A. s. Barnes & Co., New york, 1928 p . 2 
·-
Although there ere many high school musicians who study some form of 
music after the completion of their high school education, the percent-
age is still very small. The greeter majority of high school musicians, 
upon graduation, either continue their music as an avocation or dis-
continue their study entirely. 
•parents are quick to realize the 
worth of such an organization (mar-
ching band) in a disciplinary way 
and as en outlet for some of the 
child's leisure time and s~rplus 
energy, and accept it also as pro" 
viding an entrance to furthur 
musical culture, in which they are 
at the time probably more interested 
than the child himself." 9 
It is hoped that the desire to continue the study of music 
as an avocation will live many years after any band member will nave 
forgotten the formations he learned while a member of the high school 
band. 
•I have noticed the enjoyment that 
even older lD! n derive from playing 
instruments in the community and 
fraternal bands and in music groups 
of similar organization. I have 
seen more than a hundred such 
bands in a single parade where 
the players were almost wholly 
men of various professions who were 
deriving pleasure from music as 
an avocation.'" 10 
Any of the forementioned values are capable of being developed by 
the high school marching band. The extent to which they are developed 
depends greatly upon the band director. The writer feels that it is 
9• Band Attention, Mark H. Hindsley, Gambled Hinged MUsic Co., Chicago, 
Ill., 1932 Introduction, P• 9. 
10. What Are the Practical Values of MUsic Education? R. J. Gorman, in 
a symposium, Supervisors Journal. XIX (March 1933) p.58 
• 
not only his job to produce as good musicians as possible, but also 
to develop good citizens. For this reason it . seems apparent that the 
band director must teach these educational values as well as the musi c 
of the band repertoire. 
OPI NION OF ADMINISTRATORS IN SMALLER SCHOOL SYS'rJ!IIJB 
In order to sample the opinion of school officials regarding the 
educational values of the marching bands the following letter was sent 
to each of seven school superintendents whose names were suggested by 
Supt. Gilbert R. Lyon of Norwich, N. Y., on the basis of their stand-
ing in the field as educators in smaller school systems. 
Dear Sirs: 
For the paat five years I have been 
working with school bands in two different 
school systems. During this time through 
mw readings and experience, I have form-
ulated opinions with regard to the values 
of marching bands. 
It is my belief that school bands, 
particularly marching bands, motivate the 
band members toward good musical acco~ 
plishment and endeavors in other fields 
as an outgrowth of their musical exper-
iences. 
I am interested in knowing your views 
regarding the values of the high school 
marching band which you have found to be 
actually true,. 
Please feel free to be as brief or as 
detailed as you wish in your statement 
Yours truly, 
Will C. Riggs 
• 
• 
· · ~» 
One superintendent failed to answer. Another handed the letter 
to his Supervisor of Music who answered in his behalf. The following 
pages show copies of the letters which were received in reply to the above • 
• 
• 
BOARD OF EDOOATION 
High School Building 
Endicott, N. Y. 
Mr. Will c. Riggs 
Norwich High School 
Norwich, N. Y. 
Dear M!:'. Riggs 1 
April l, 1942 
It is zey personal op1n1on that the high school marching band 
has much positive value. It does motivate the boys and girls playing. 
We have found that if a pupil is required to acquire a certain amount 
1~ 
of skill, reading ability, etc., before being admitted to one of these 
orsanizations, that the pupil works seriously to pass this test. The 
members of the band have pride in their organization and strive earnestly 
to make the best appearance possible and to play well. It is also good 
for the individual student's school spirit. He feels that he belongs 
and is a really constr~ctive part of the school. 
I believe from the above you will gather that I am a very finn 
believer in the beneficial results obtained from a school band. There 
is also the reaction of the student body. A good marching band sti~ 
ulates school patriotism in a way, I believe, comparable to the way 
which a marine or a military band inspires patriotism. 
There is still one other benefit and that is in the line of 
phsical fitness. The students who spen this time drilling daily 
in the open air, are not only getting good exercise in the open air, 
but they are also getting the best rhythmic drill obtainable. 
Very truly yours, 
H. H. Crumb 
Superintendent of Schools 
HHCsBB 
•• 
• 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF SOUTHAMPTON 
Southampton, N. Y • 
.Mr. Will c. Riggs 
Instrumental Director 
Norwich Public Schools 
Norwich, N. Y. 
Dear Mr. Riggs: 
I heartily agree with you. I am handing your letter to 
our Mr. Lillywhi te for a more lengthy reply. 
Sincerely yours, 
H. F. Sabine 
Superintendent 
HFS t E 
( Aut hor's note : Mr. Lillywhite i s Supervisor of Music) 
CLINTON CENTRAL SCHOOL 
Clinton, New York 
Mr. Will c. Riggs 
Nowwich Public Schools 
Norwich, New York 
114Y dear Mr. Riggss 
Mlrch 9, 1942 
In answer to your letter of March 6, my reaction would be that you 
are somewhat too enthusiastic about the value of marching bands. I 
don't believe that I share your enthusiasn4 Perhaps our band director 
Mr. Charles Budeshei m, might be more in harmony with your point of 
view than I ~ Peraonally, I feel that schools would do better to 
make more important the kind of music instruction that is given to 
orchestras, or at least to symphonic bands. 
Very truly yours, 
Howard G. Shineman 
Supervising Principal 
HGS :MHB 
• 
• 
OXFORD ACADEMY AND CENTRAL SCHOOL 
Mr. Will C. Riggs 
Norwich High School 
Norwich, New York 
Dear Mr. Riggs : 
Oxford , New York 
The high school marching band has very definite values to 
me. I t develops a different playing technique than that required 
in a concert band. Of course a good marching band does not nec-
essarily make a good concert band. The type of music used in 
marching is entirely marches. However, the ability to play while 
marchi ng is a special one and requires practice. It also is quite 
desirable for the members to memorize certain marches in order 
that they :might not be dependent upon their music. This Dll9m• 
orization improves the marching of the band. Neatness in dress, 
and the manner of holding their instruments are q~te important 
in presenting a good appearance. The students t ake considerabl e 
pride in t he appearance of their band when marching and also are 
enabled to take many trips which add to the attractiveness of 
band membership. To me, the ability to march is an essentia l 
part of the band progr~ 
Very truly yours, 
G. Challiss Frankli n 
Principal 
GCF:.M 
.19-
• 
• 
PORI' WASHINGI'ON PUBUC SCHOOLS 
MUsic Department 
PORI' WASHINGTON, N. Y • 
Mr. Will C. Riggs, 
Norwich High School 
Horwich, New York 
·J.tY dear Mr. Riggsa 
~5 
Msroh Z7, 194.2 
Mr. Paul D. Schreiber, our Superintendent of Schools, has 
referred your recent letter, concerning school marching ballds, to me. 
I am glad to inform you that we believe in marching bands. Our 
high school band appears at all home football sames and one out-of-
town same each fall; also, in the Memorial Day Parade and possibly 
once or twice a year in a special parade. We attempt to build a 
gpod concert band during the entire school year. However, we do not 
believe that marching is injurious te the concert band; but, on the 
other hand, we believe that it provides added practice for the 
embouchure of the fairly advanced school instrumentalist. 
I hope that this information will be of interest to you. It 
you would care to ask any other questions about our school music 
program, I will be very glad to hear from you. 
Yours very truly, 
George A. Christopher 
supervisor of MUsic. 
GAC:ME • 
/ 
• 
VALLEY SI'REAM CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL 
Valley Stream, New York 
Mr. Will C. Riggs 
Instrumental Director 
Norwich Public Schools 
Norwich, New York 
My dear Mr. Riggs • 
Mirch ll, 1942 
I am pleased to respond to your recent request for ~ views 
regarding the value of a high school marching band. 
I shall enclose a copy of a program for a concert given by 
our bands last year and I should like to call to your attention 
the article on the back entitled "The Band On Parade•. The 
marching bands in this school have a definite and vital part to 
play in the school and the community and I believe that any 
school which supports band music should encourage the group to 
become a marching organization. I feel sure that most American 
boys or girls who play wind or perct~sion instruments want even-
tually to become members of a marching band. In fact, it is my 
understanding that the min purpose in organizing the first band 
in America was not to play concert music but to help men march 
uniformly in groups. 
A well trained marching band creates a very favorable impression 
upon the public and is useful in developing proper public relat-
ionships for the school. Throughout the depression years our 
public insisted that our band should carry on because the band 
work has established itself in the community. 
I appreciate your request and I hope that my response is of 
some value. 
Enc. 
PTW.s 
Sincerely yours, 
Paul T. Wohlsen 
Principal 
• 
• 
CATSKILL PUBLIC SCHOOlS 
catskill, N. Y • 
Will C. Riggs 
~nstrumental Director 
Norwich Public Schools 
Norwich, New York 
Dear Mr. Riggs s 
Mirch 7, 1942 
Probably I can answer your letter of March 2nd by writing 
a little incident which happened to us last tall. 
W• happen to have a very active music department here in 
Catskill. The students appeared in public many times last year, 
and were so well organized during the sumner program that they 
led the parade tor one of our fire companies at the County Meet-
ing on Labor Day and were granted the first prize. We had no 
occasion for them to march tor about two and one-halt montha 
after that engagement. One day a prominent business mn met me 
on the street and wanted to know what had happened to our music 
organization. I immediately sensed that what he really meant was 
that he had not seen the band lately and wondered what was going 
on. We then staged a band parade for Education Week, and our 
reputation was re-established. 
We feel that a marching band is not only one indication of 
the fundamentals in a music program, but it is also necessary 
tor the public relationship in our community. There are many 
other by-products. 
If this doesn't give you the information you desire, I 
suggest you write to Mr. Lloyd w. Bremer, Head of our Music De-
partment, and ask him for a more detailed report. 
F.ram a superintendent's po£nt of view, I should feel very 
badly i~ we could not have an outstanding band. 
Cordially yours, 
Maurice s. Hammond 
Superintendent of Schools 
MSH:t 
• 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
BINGHAMPTON, N. Y. 
North Senior High School 
Ml'e Will C. Riggs 
Norwich High School 
Norwich, New York 
Dear Mr. Riggs s 
:Lerch 7, 1942 
At Borth High School we have two school bands, members of one, 
of course, being included in the other. We find that by using 
a concert band which has definite standards of attainment, we 
have built up better motivation toward musical accomplishment 
than by any other means at our disposal. We take all pupils 
who express a desire to enter and who have some musical acco~ 
plishment into our marching band. I should hate to see either 
the marching band or the concert band discontinued at North High 
School. 
Probably the greatest aid toward accomplishment in band procedure 
is our plan of having our instrumental man hold classes consisting 
of snell groups of band members. In this way we can build up 
musical attainment to a higher degree than we could is everything 
were left to outside music teachers. Also, we find that a great 
many pupils are interested who under other circumstances might 
not be since this service, of course, is tree. 
I trust this confirms your @elief in school bands. 
very truly yours , 
H. E. Weaver 
Principal 
HEW: jtt 
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With one exception, it would seem that these administrators 
are agreed. Their opinions substantiate those of music educators; 
there is a definite need for and value in a marching band. True, 
these opinions represent only a few school districts but it would 
seem that wider inquiry would show these sampled opinions to be 
representative. 
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II 
THE BAND ORGANIZATION 
First consideration of the band organization is here given to the 
rehearsal schedule. Many school administrators arrange the fall sched-
ule before the end of the school year. If a director desires certain 
changes, he should make certain that ~he matter is considered by the 
administrators before the master schedule is completed; otherwise he may 
find that he will have to wait another year before the changes can be 
made. 
Scheduling problems necessarily differ in school systems. Band 
schedules, therefore, vary in as many cases. A perfect schedule in one 
school system would probably be impossible in another. For that reason 
several plans for scheduling band rehearsals will be outlines. The ad-
option of any one of these plans will be a matter of choice or necessity. 
It is hoped that the band diredtor need only to s~st the plan of his 
choice and be assured of its adoption. 
SCHEDULING THE REHEARSALS 
A most desirable arrangment would be to have a daily band rehear-
sal. If this is possible, the fall schedule should be arranged so as to 
allow three drill practices and two regular band rehearsals. The writer 
is assundng that the director has planned his work in advance, using the 
closing weeks of the previous school year in preparing for the fall sea-
son. 
In many of the smaller high schools it is impossible to allow for 
daily band rehearsals. It is therefore suggested that the band director 
try to arrange for at least three rehearsals a week, during the fall sea-
son at least. If three rehearsals are allowed, two should be given to 
• 
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marching drills. When only two rehearsals a week are to be scheduled, 
it is suggested that the first two weeks of the fall semester be spent 
in preparing the musical selections. After the repetoire has been pre-
pared, the drill practices take the place of the regular rehearsals. 
In all cases, however, the music must be prepared before the band un-
dertakes to learn formations. 
A further suggestion is made of scheduling band rehearsals at 
night, setting aside one rehearsal each month as Parents Night. at which 
time parents and friends are invited to attend the rehearsal and discuss 
their problems concerning their children's music education with the dir-
ector. 
B&nd .rehearsals in the Norwich, N.Y. school system were scheduled 
at the beginning of tne afternoon session. This made it possible to have 
a full length period for rehearsing. Band members reported for rehearsal 
ten minutes before the beginning of the afternoon session. These re-
hearsals ended ten minutes before the close of the period in order that 
instruments could be put away and the members ready for their next class. 
Drill practices were scheduled at the athletic field which in this 
instance happened to be a considerable distance from the high school 
building. A report of attendance was taken at the field and phoned to 
the high school office from a nearby house. The record of attendance was 
then sent from the ~igh school office to the respective home rooms for 
the individual teacher's record. When the band rehearsed in the high 
school building the record of attendence was sent from the rehearsal to 
the high school office. 
Many directors are not able to have band rehearsals at this t ime. 
If they desire to follow this procedure they must first convince their 
• 
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school authorities of the importance of such a schedule before such 
a venture will be attempted. 
Some school systems have an activity period, which can be used 
for band rehearsals. This time is useful only if the director is able 
to get his entire band to~ther. Many times it is necessary for stu-
dents to report to their teachers during this period for additional 
help in their other school work. 
By still another method, band periods are scheduled along with 
academic subjects. The subject or subjects which have two sections are 
scheduled at the same time as band, so that band members are able to 
rehearse without losing academic work. If, for instance, English is 
taught during the same period as band it means that there is another 
section of the same subject at another period of the day. Occasionally 
there will be a schedule conflict. In these cases the persons concerned 
must decide whther they will elect band or the academic subject. 
Tim FIRST REHEARSAL 
The first rehearsal in the fall is called for the purpose of org. 
anization. If the director does not wish to use the first rehearsal thus, 
it is suggested that a meeting be arranged outside of school time, poss-
ibly before the opening of the fall ter.m. At this first meeting the dir-
ector outlines the plans for the fall season. In most high schools this 
m3aoo planning for the band • s first appearance at the opening football 
game which is generally about a month or six weeks after the beginning 
of the fall semester. 
STUDENI' GOVERNMENt' 
The following paragraphs are included from the writer's own ex-
periences. They show a particular plan used by his organization. 
• 
• 
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Other directors may disagree with parts of this student government set-
up but the plan has been found to be most successful in this particular 
instance • 
The band is governed by an executive board. The sane board may be 
used far the marching band and the concert band, with the director as 
advisor. The following is a list of executive board officers that are 
elected at the first band me~tingt 
President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Librarian 
Assistant Librarian 
stage :Manager 
Assistant Stage Manager 
Equipment Minager 
Sectional Managers 
President •. It is the duty of the president to preside at all execu-
tive board meetings. The director recommends matters for consideration 
to the president. 
s ecretary! The secretary shall keep attendence reports, the minutes 
of the executive meetings and announce at rehearsals any action of the 
board. 
mreasurer. The treasurer handles all receipts of income; making 
deposits of income at the high school office; receiving withdrawal checks 
from the same office for such amounts as are authorized by the director 
and approved by the executive board. 
Librarian •. The lib~rians work together. They are responsible for 
the music library. They are supervised by the director in marking and 
cataloguing new music and checking out the music to the band members. 
Stage Managers. The two stage managers are responsible for the 
rehearsal set-up. These people arrive in advance of the rehearsal time 
• 
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and see that the chairs, music racks and other equipment is properly 
aranged. After the .rehearsal they remain to put away the equipment, 
and see that the rehearsal room is left in good order • 
Eguipment M3,naaer. The equipment IW.nager works with the direc-
tor in issuing equipment such as school-owned instruments and uniforms. 
He his held responsible for the equipment and does not give out any 
equipment without an issuance order from the director. Needed repairs 
are reported to the director by the equipment manager. 
Sectional Manager. Sectional managers are chosen from each section 
of the band; namely, the percussion, woodwind. a nd brass groups. Their 
only d~ty is to represent ther section in the executive meeting, with 
a privilege of discussion and vote. Sectional managers occassionally 
bring requests or recommendations from their group to the board ~eting. 
Drum Major. When e. drum Illijor has been >chosen, that person be-
comes a member of the board. 
In order to make the executive board a student group, the dir-
ector is denied the righ~to vote and to make motions. He may however 
make recommendations ~o the board, but any action on these matters must 
come from the gr:-oup. 
The board may draft policies which are subject to the approval 
of the superintendent of schools. 
ME!RIT SYSTEM 
As an incentive for band embers to do their utmost for the band ans 
as a means of making awards, a merit system is reco~nded. This part-
icular approach described, has been used by the writer and has proven 
quite successful. 
25 
Points or merits are decided by the executive board of the band. 
Demerits are taken from the merits for misdemeanors co:mmif:ted by the 
band members. The points are recorded by the band secretary on individual 
• 
""\,"-" forms and , the director has signed the for.ms, the totals are published. 
The totals show the persons who are within the top third of the list. 
These people are the ones, at the end of the year, that receive the 
awards. Publishing the results each month has proven to be an added 
incentive for the band members not in the top third to work harder for 
the award. 
At the end of the school ¥ear the awards are made. Also, every 
band member receives a certificate which shows that he was a member 
of the high school band during the past year. These certificates are 
signed by the president of the band executive board and the director. 
Provisions have been made for a change of the yearly awards. The 
first year award is a bronze pin. If the same person is entitled to an 
award the second year, h is given a silver pin, in exchange for the 
bronze pin. A gold pin is given the third year for the return of the 
silver pin. A fourth year award may be a pearl studded pin or a laurel 
wreath to add to the godd pin. 
If the band member graduates, he is privileged to keep any award 
he has received. The other band members are allowed to keep the yearly 
award, but in that case they must reimburse the band executive board be-
fore anotheraward will be made. By inquiring the previous year's award 
to be returned before another pin is given, the cost of financing this 
plan is kept at a minimum. 
• 
• 
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Below is to be found a copy of a merit system which may be used 
for making awards. 
MimiT SYST]M 
Points and Demerits 
Attendance at rehearsal 
Tardiness at rehearsal 
Early dismissal from rehearsal 
Absence from rehearsal prior to 
concert . 
(in addition to loss of 5 
points for regular rehearsal, 
total -15) 
Concerts 
No credit for concerts 
Tardiness at concert 
Failure to appear for concert 
means explusion, unless explain-
ed acceptably. 
~rcning Drill (if in addition to regular 
Attendance at drill 
Tardiness at dri~l 
Early dismissal from drill 
Total demerits for failure 
to appear at drill before 
parade. 
Parades 
No credit for parades 
Demerits same as for concerts 
Ensembles 
MUsic approved by director. 
Each number prepared must be 
played in public 
Soloists 
Same requirements as for ensembles 
Ticket Selling 
Each general admission ticket so~ld 
Each reserved ticket sold 
Cpntest Solos 
Contest numbers, performed at 
a contest. 
{Numbers must be fully prepared 
two weeks before contest) 
5 
-2 
... 2 
-10 
-5 
rehearsal) 
5 
-2 
-2 
-15 
10-20 
10-20 
2 
4 
20 
• 
• 
Solo Chairs 
Holding solo chair majority of 
school year 
(Position may be challenged 
throughout the year) 
Instruments 
Music 
Forgetting i nst ruaents 
Forgetting to bring ~usic to 
rehearsal 
Executive Board Officers 
President 
Secretary 
Librarian 
Asst. Librarian 
Treasure!' 
Stage Minagers 
Equipzoont M:lmger 
Sectional Mlnager 
20 
-3 
Points 
10 
20 
20 
1.5 
1.5 
20 
15 
10 
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Other credits or demerits are dedided upon by the executive 
board of the band. 
JUNIOR BAND 
After the first band has been orsanized, it is suggested that 
a second or junior band be developed. The organization of this se-
cond band will not bee too difficult il the senior band ·has enljoyed 
any success. At first it may not be possible to have two full bands. 
In most schools however there are additional players who would not 
qualijy as members of the ~;tenior band because they are beginners, or 
because the quotas on their instruments in the senior band may be 
filled. The writer believes that the senior band should be made up of 
high school students oDly., regardless of the abiii ties of some of the 
young players and the junior band developed mainly for the young players 
from the junior high and elementary grades • 
• 
• 
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The personnel of the junior band. All players in the grades or 
Jr. high school are placed in the junior band according to their ab-
ilitya Members of the senior band that play the second and third 
parts also are asked to play in the junior band, where they are moved up 
or» part; e. g. A third clarinet player from the senior band plays second 
clarinet in the junior band, etc. Membership in the junior band need not 
be CQ~pulsory for senior band members. If they elect to join they should 
be compensated for such membership by additional credits. It is possible 
for the director to insist that a new player in the senior band remain 
in the junior band until he has proven himself superior to the junior 
band work. 
The junior band can be an incentive to all its members. Senior 
band merobers in this organization find it necessary to perfect themselves 
so as not to appear inferior to the younger players. The grade school 
stddents and beginners are equally eager to display their abilities and 
delight in being able to hold down the first dhair positions. 
It may not be possible for the director to parade both senior and 
junior bands at the same time because many of the players are members 
of both. It is however possible to train the junior band in the fundamen-
tals of marching and eventually building its repertoire and personnel 
until two full bands have been developed. In time it may not be necessary 
to include as zmny senior band members, thus making it possible for both 
bands to appear on parade at the same time. 
The development of a junior band is hence greatly t9be desired, 
for it provides additional emudy and drill for the less skilled players 
of the senior band and a means of recruiting new players for the senior 
band to replace those lost by graduation. 
• 
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THE FIRST MARCHING PRACTICE 
In order to perfect the marching band, considerable time must 
be ~pent teaching the fundamentals of marching. It is quite essential 
also that the drillmaster be qualified to teach correctly the commands 
to be executed. 
DISCIPUNR 
Of primary importance ia teaching marching or any other type of 
drill, is order. At all times during the instruction period, the group 
must pay strict attention. There must be absolute quiet. The leader 
and each member of his group must always be alert to the commands and 
see to it that they are properly executed. s. c. Staley in his book 
"Marching Tactics" says: 
"In conducting a class in marching, 
order is of paramount importance. 
To secure this, three conditions are 
necessary. The first is absolute 
quiet; the second is absolute response 
to orders and third is no horseplay 
of any sort." 1 
For these drill practices the band may be in regular marching 
formation, or single lines facing the instructor. 
COMMANDS 
The instructor gives the commands in a firm voice, speaking 
rhythmdcally, and clearly enough to be understood by all. The follow-
ing rep~esent most of the important commands used by the high school 
1 .Mirching Tactics, s. C. Staley, A. s. Barnes & Co., New York, 1928 
p.9 
• 
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marching bands, Before good marching of formations will result, it 
is quite necessary that the correct responses to these commands be-
come automatic, 
"Fall In" This command is given to assemble the group. 
Prior to the order the band members may be standing in small groups, 
or alone, paying little or no attention to what is happening around 
them. When this command is given, each person moves immediately to 
his prearranged position, ~ When used in lining up the band for parade, 
the c-ommand is given by the drwp. major while the band members take their 
places in the regular marching formation. The drum major stands in 
position facing the band and the front line forms about eight paces be-
hind the drum major, with the line extending equally on each side of the 
drwn major. 
•Attention• This command is given to bring each member into 
position and attitude for activity. Heels are together, toes may point 
outward at about a forty - five degree angle. Body is held erect, eyes 
straight front. Shoulders are held square. Absolutely no talking is 
allowed within the ranks. 
11At Rest" On the signal each member moves his left foot to 
the left about fifteen inches. The right foo t remains in its original 
position. This command allows the band members to t a lk, but they ~st 
not move from their positions. The writer su~sts that with this command 
the players of the bass horns and bass drum be allowed . to put their 
instruments down on the ground. 
This signal is quite similar in execution to the 
above, "At Rest~, and is many times confused with it. The left foot 
is moved to the left about fifteen inches but the group must still focus 
its attention upon the leader. Talking is not allowedc 
• 
• 
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"Fall Outn This command is given upon the compl etion of the 
drill session or parade, and dismisses the group. 
•As You Were• Thi s command is quite useful during formation drill 
to correct mistakes in the drill. The execution of this command re-
vokes the given command. Mew~ers return to their position of the pre-
vious command. 
"Right Dress• The persons on the extreme right of each line 
remain •At Attention''. The rem9.ining band members continue to stand 
•At Attenti on" but they turn their heads to the right. Each person 
must line up evenly with the person on his right. If a band member 
is out of position or nearer than three feet from the person on his 
right, he may move to correct his position. 
•Front" After the drill master is satisfied that the ba nd 
members are in proper position, the command "Front! is given. Each 
member then looks to the front still standing in the position of 
"Attentionlfl. 
To execute this command, each band member raises 
the left heel from the floor and pivots to the right on the right heel 
and lef t toe. ~~en the pivot has been completed, the left foot is 
brought up into place beside the right foot as in •Attention." In 
teaching this command it i s suggested tha t the command be followed 
by the count,"one-two"• On the count of •one• the pivot is made; the 
second count brings the left foot into position. After the comman~as 
been l earned the counting is omitted. 
Left Face" To execute this command it is only necessary to 
reverse the directions given for "Right Face.• 
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"Right About Face." '.rhi13 command is generally given by 
commanding "Right About" and then pausing roomentarily before 
ordering "Face.• With the command "Right About• , each person 
places the toe of his ri ght foor to the left of and behin~ his l eft 
heel. The command "lace• causes each person to pivot to the right , 
turning on the left heel and right toe. If the movements are pro~ 
perly executed, there will be no need for adjusting the feet after 
the pivot has been made. 
"Left About Face."' Reverse the commands given for "Right 
About Face" to execute this conma.nd. 
• 
• 
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MARCHING COltf.11ANDS 
When it bas been found that the group has completely learned 
the command while at a halt, the director should proceed to teach 
the actual marching orders. Reference to the drum major's commands 
will be found on page 43• 
"Forward Mirch" Thi~ command is usually not spoken, but 
indicated by a motion of the drum major's baton and bdast of his 
whistle. r~en the signal is given, it is suggested that each band 
member while standing at a halt, count silently "one-two•. In this 
way it is possible for the entire band to start out together. Each 
member raises his left foot and places it forward a distance of 24-30 
inches, depending upon the length of step desired by the director. 
The right foot follows the left in a forward step of the same distance 
in such a way that the band moves forward together, each member alter-
nating his feet in step with the other band members. 
"Forward Narch While Playing" If the entire band is playing and 
the drum major desires the band to "Forward March While Playing• it is 
suggested that a preparatory command, such as the blast of a whistle and 
the baton signal be given. The band members should then be instructed 
to be prepared to start forward on the beat following the second blast 
o£ the drum major's whistle. 
This command is rarely used by high school 
bands but should be learned. The command is executed with reverse motion, 
the steps being backward, about 15 inches, alternating left and right 
foot • 
·-
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"Le£t Sideward March" In e&ecuting this command each player 
moves his le£t £oor to the le£t about 15 inches, then moves his right 
foo~ to the left and up to his left foot before continuing his le£t 
£oot a~in to the le£t. This side-marching is continued by stepping 
to the le£t and following the le£t £oot with the right. 
"Right Sideward March" The "Right Sideward M:lrch" is executed 
in reverse o£ the ~Left Sideward ~arch.* 
•Hal£ Step March" This copnd can be or'&dered in any direction • 
The command is given by ordering "Hal£ Step" then indicating the dir-
ection before commanding "March•. The group then marches in the de-
sired direction taking one half the regular length step. 
"Guide Right" This command can be used to good advantage during 
a parade to check aligment. Each member looks to the right out of 
the corners o£ his eyes, without turning his head £rom the front. 
I£ he £inds he is not in line with the person on his right, he changes 
his step to compensate £or the iistance which he must correct in order 
to put himsel£ in his proper position. 
"Guide Front• This command is similar to •Guide Right" but does not 
seem necessary as each member is instructed to keep directly behind the 
peron in :front of him at all times when the band is executing a "Forward 
March." 
This command stops any movement. It may be a verbal 
command, but while on parade it generally is indicated by the position 
of the d:rum ID'3.jor' s baton. The drum major's, signal is described on page 43 • 
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The comnand is given while the band members are stepping with their 
right foot. Each player continues one more step with his left foot 
and then brings his right foot up to his left foot as in •Attention.• 
MARCHING DRill. 
Once the commands have been thoroughly learned, the instructor 
undertakes to perfect the marching ability of his or~nization. If the 
marching commands have been taught indoors it is suggested that the 
director hold the marching drills out-of-doors. Marching indoors nec-
essitates corner turns or wheels which as yet have not been under-
taken. It is possible for the band to parade the length of a side 
street or athletic field, about face and march back without en-
countering the problems of turning corners. The band members will 
probably find outdoor marching a .: welcome ~elief from the indoor 
command drills. 
It has been suggested that these first marching drills be held 
on the athletic field or a side street in the city. If the street 
is desired, it is suggested that the director first secure the nec-
essary permission from the local authorities. This permission will 
probably be granted without diffiaulty if the band director explains 
his propsed route and assures the authorities that the band will not 
obstruct traffic. 
T:NSTRUMIWI'A'I'ION 
For marching pupposes, it is suggested that the high school 
band may be augmented with a few additional players. Marching 
is particularly hard on the brass players. Additional cornet players 
may be added; if this is not possible, it is quite as satisfactory 
to shift one or two players to the solo coraet parts from the second 
and third cornet section. 
• 
Otherwise the band personnel is the same as is used in the concert 
band. 
Oboe players are not generally used in the marching band. If 
they are able, they p~ay clarinet in the marching band. Oboe 
players are sometimes used to play the glockenspiel or bell lyre 
in the marching band. Some directors allow bass clarinet players 
to play B flat clarinets on parade, considering tbe bass clarinet 
a bit awkward to play while marching. 
Many directors, especially in the smaller high schools find it 
difficult if not almost impossible to.~have a fully instrumented 
band. It is possible for the director to distribute his!~ march 
parts in such a way that the balance of parts is improved and the 
problem of full instrumentation forgotten for the time being. 
MARCHING ORDER 
In preparation for the marching drill, the band is arranged 
in its marching f ormation. A few years ago Edward Pike, the band 
director .at Temple University startled many of the country's band 
directors when his band appea!d. He was employing a new type of 
marching order, putting the trombones and basses at the rear of the 
marching column and having the front ranks filled with the wood-
wind section. Mr. Pike 's argument for this arrangement is that 
it gives the woodwinds a chance to be heard and makes the sound 
of the marching band more like that of the concert band. The 
writer has used both systems and feels partial to this newer arrange-
ment. The following is a suggested marching order, as used by the 
writer with his school bandsa 
• 
Front Line 
Second Line 
Third Line 
Fourth Line 
Fifth Line 
Sixth Line 
Seventh Line 
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Street Drummers 
Bb Clarinets 
Clarinets and flutes 
Band Drummers, and Horns 
Sa~es and Cornets 
Cornets and ~aritones 
Trombones and Basses 
MARCHING ORDER FDRMATION CHART 
After the marching order has been decided, a chart should 
be made to show the position of each band member in the marching 
order. The following shows a fundimental marching order chart 
which is also used to form the starting basis for each maneuver. 
(This chart is for a 42 piece band) 
71 72 73 74 75 76 
H. Jones R. Wood D. Mead M. Brown N. Case c. Howe 
61 
R.McCoy 
62 63 64 
H. King A. Gill J.Duffy 
etc. 
65 
M.Smi th 
66 
R.Adams 
Explanation: Each band member is given a number. This 
number consists of two figures; the first 
figure shows the position in that rank. 
For instance~ No. 63 would be the third 
person in the sixth line. 
The above type of formation chart can easily be adapted 
for any size band. The number in each rank, however, is deter-
mined by the number in the band. Most band directors agree that 
bands should be longer than they are wide. For that reason the 
following is suggested: 
Size of group 
20-30 
30-50 
50-70 
No. in each rank 
4 
6 
8 
A full marching order chart will be found on page 7,. 
• 
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S'I'REET DRUMI\JIERS 
The writer has always considered the period between marches, 
when the band drums play drum taps, as a particularly weak part in 
the musical program of the marching band. Many a spectator has been 
heard ~emarking "!hope the band will play when they ' get in front 
of us." Such intervening periods, it is believed, can be made att-
ractive by adding an oxtra rank of street dru~ners to furnish drum 
corp style music between the band marches. These drummers are add-
ed to the band for parading purposes only. They are instructed as a 
unit- and may even be given a different style of uniform in the a tt-
empt to distinguish them from the regular Qand. 
The inclusion of a line of street drummers has added much to 
the mardhing band on parade. Where this plan has been used, the pub-
lic no longer remarks about a lull in the playing of the band. Con-
tinious playing results by a lternating the band and the street drummers. 
These same drummers provide a source of material for augmenting the 
percussion section of the concert band as well as offer band exper-
ience for drummers who cannot ~ui te ~aality for the regular drum sec-
tion of the marching band. 
In the writer's marching formation there are six street drummers. 
A seventh drummer is kept within the ranks of the marching band as cymbal 
player and is used as a street drummer in the event of an absence. 
DRUM BEATS 
Drum beats, or "drum taps" as they are often ca lled are easily 
invented. The following is an example of a drum tap (•flamw) which 
may be used by the drummers when alternating with the music played by 
the marching band, 
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• Two "roll-off", signals used by the drummers in marching bands 
are notated below. The first example is the regulation roll-off; the 
second an original roll-oft devised by the writer. 
I. 
2. 
• 
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IV 
THE DRUM MAJOR 
The drum major's position and function is of utmost i~ortance. 
Qpon this person depends the success of the marching band's perfor-
mance. It is his job to be responsible for the tempo of the march, 
the music played, .the special formations performed and many other 
details. In short, he is the commanding officer of the marching band. 
SELECTING A DRUM WAJOR 
The selection of the drum major depends upon certain qualifications. 
If possible, he should ~e chosen from the ranks of the band. This 
does not mean that the diredtor should sacrifice his best musician in 
order to have a good drum major. A drum major should possess lead-
ership ability and be capable of gaining and holding the respect of the 
band members. He must be willing to practice diligently to master 
the commands and orders which will be called upon to perform. The 
Elkhart Band Instruement Company's book 11 F:ic,ndamentals of Trai~ng 
a Good Marching Band" says: 
"The qualities he mu~t have are bearing, 
neatness, alertness, and ability to man-
euver the band under all circumstances. 
He also should have a knowledge of music 
in order that he can give signals when 
used in music.• 1 
The drum major should display good taste in exploiting 
his talents. r~ny people are outspoken with re~rd to the 
1 Fundamentals of Training a Good Marching Band, Edward Clark 
and David Hughes, Elka.rt Band Instrument Co., Elkhart, Ind. 
p.l3 
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extreme strutting and flashy displays of some drum majors. A 
successful drum major is capable of leading the band, strutting and 
twirling the baton, displaying all his abilities appro~iately, and 
without critisism. 
~srum majors who go to extremes in the 
matter of strutting, etc., misconstrue 
the reactions of a crowd of people to 
such actions. The crowd applauds not 
because of the unusual skill of the 
drum major but because the crowd is 
amused.• 2 
The strenuous work of the drum major requires a person with 
good health and plenty of endurance. Long parades and demonstrat~ 
ions are taxing to even the sturdiest drum majors. If a girl is 
chosen as drum major, the director should be sure that she is cap-
able of enduring the tasks of a drum major, from start to finish, 
without suffering, and without the ris• of overstrain and impaired 
health. 
THE CLASS FOR DRUM MAJORS 
A means of selecting a drum major can be found by organizing 
a twirling class, several months before the drum major is needed. This 
• 
class is instructed in the art of drum majoring ar@tw!-rling. Baton 
twirling is taught, as the writer beliaves that this phase of drum 
majoring will develop the poise and skill of drum majors in addition 
to teaching the technique of twirling. Several baton twirlers may be 
used with marching bands; and after the drum major has been chosen, 
the remainder of the class will have an opportunity of qualifying as 
baton twirlers. 
2 The Band On Parade. Raymond Francis Dvorak, Carl Fischer Inc; 
New York, 1937 p.49 
• 
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In the caass the fundamentals of drum majoring are taught, 
Each member soon learns that he must practice long hours to per-
feet his skill, and soon only those who are seriously interested in 
the work will want to continue. During the class periods the dir-
ector watches the members for indications of natural aptitude and 
ability. Each member is given various opportunities to perform ind .. 
ividually be~re his classmates, in order to overcome shyness and to 
let the class criticze the work of each candidate. 
DRUM MAJOR SIGNALS 
The drum major's beat. Except when giving signals, the drum 
major indicates the beat at all t~es with his ba ton. The rhythndc 
beat of the baton indicates the tempo of the march. In executing 
this beat the baton is grasped near the ball with the shaft pointing 
upward and to thefight about a forty-five degree angle; the right 
hand holding the baton is held in the middle of the chest with the 
right elbow parallel to the ground. This position indicates the 
first beat of the measure. Hor the second count the right a rm describes an 
arc to the right and the baton is moved with the arm until the right 
arm is almost straight out from the body. During these counts the 
right elbow remains parallel to the ground. With practice the two 
counts become automatic, and the drum major learns that the beat is 
much less fatiguing il the right arm and the grasp on the baton are 
somewhat relaxed. The size of the beat indicates the volume. The 
larger the beat the louder the band should play. 
Salute; The drum major executes the salute: 
1. When passing a reviewing stand. 
2. ~~en being inspected by judges at a contest. 
• 
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3· Whenever passing the American flag. 
4. To honor the visiting high school at the football ~ield. 
5. When passing anothe.r band on parade. 
6. To honor the approach of the school colors. 
7. To indicate the finish of a drill formation. 
The salute is executed as follows: The baton is held in the 
right hand, with the ball at the bottom of the baton, in a vertical 
position. The baton is thrust forward and\then irmnediately the right 
wrist turns the baton to the right so that it appears to revolve 
around the wrist. The baton is then brought across the chest, with 
the ball end up~ to rest lightly at a point near the left shoulder. 
As the baton moves in salute, the left hand is placed on the left 
hip simutaneously. 
•Forward March•. The baton is swung in two or three circles 
at the right side of the body, and at the same ti 1~ the preparatory 
whistle isSounded by the drummajor. The baton is then brought for-
ward andupward from thepide of the body, with the right arm extended 
until the baton and arm are well over the head and in front of the body. 
The baton is held with the palm of the hand toward the face. This 
command should be given rhythmically. On the beats 1 - 2 the whistle 
isJPunded and the baton revolved to the right. On the following count 
of 1 the baton is thrust in the forwar d position. The band then rests 
another beat, but on the following beat marches forward with drum major. 
Band Halt If the drum major wishes to halt the band, he turns 
about and faces the band. The whistle is blown and the baton, taken 
from the 11 Forward I~rch" position, is turned to the left and grasped 
by the left hand on its shaft and when it is parallel with the ground. 
The whistle is then blown again and the baton brought deun sharply 
and stopped about waist high. 
• 
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Dease Mirching. This command is quite similar to "Band 
Halt". It is used when the drum major wishes to stop the forward 
progress of the band but wishes it to continue marking time and 
playing. The difference in the two commands is that the baton is not 
brought down as in •Band Haltn, but held out ljorizantally, with a rms 
extended at shoulder height. 
Column Right. The drum ~jor indicates the direction by 
turning the shaft end of his baton from the position of "Forward 
Msrch" to show the intended right direction. This signal is 
sometimes preseded by two or three circles of the baton before 
the direction is indicated. The drum major need not blow his 
whistle to indicate this signal, as only the first two or three 
ranks need to see the signal. 
Column Left 
column right. 
The signal for column left is the reverse of 
Increase Front • The drum.major blows the preparatory 
whistle and turns the baton from "Forward ~arch" position so 
that the right ar.m is eatended forward and upward; the shaft 
of the baton is held by the left hand which isfshoulder high. 
To execute "Increase Front" the movement of the baton is sha~ply 
t o the left, as the whistle is again blown. 
Diminish Front. The right arm is held shoulder high 
while the left hand hold:s the tip of the baton with arm eoctended. 
(The position of the ba ton should be exactly opposite to that 
for •Increase Front.•) The exedution of the signal is shown with 
the whistle and by bringing the baton sharply down to the right. 
• 
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Countermarch. The drum major turns and faces the band holding 
the baton over his head by its tip. The execution of the counter-
march begins when the drum major allows the baton to fall through 
hi~ hands until it is stopped at the ball of the baton. At this 
moment he starts forward and the band follows him through a "counter-
march"• 
Obligue directions. The drummajor's signals for oblique 
directions are similar to those used for 11 Column Left", except that 
the baton indica tes the oblique directio~. whether it is to be left 
or right. 
Drum Beat On Rims. This signal is mainly used during drill 
periods when the drum major or di~ector wishes to apeak to the band 
members while they are marching. It can also be used with good effect 
while on parade. The drum major raises the baton vertically, ball end 
up with his left hand holding the shaft of the baton near his chin. 
This signal is given when the drum major faces the band. 
Cease Drum Beat. The baton is held in the same position as 
"Drum Beat On Rims". The drum major is faci ng t he band and still 
holding the baton in position moves his wrist in a circular motion 
which causes the ball end of the baton to move likewise. The drum 
major blows his whistle twice and drt~ cease playing. 
Resume Drum Beat. The baton is held in the same position 
as "Drum Beat On Rims". To execute the signal the baton is moved 
vertically by the drum major m$oving his right arm from his chin to 
in front of his face. This motion is given three or four times so that 
is &*ill ~ be seen by the drummers. The whistle is blown at the be-
ginning of the baton movement and the drummers begin their beat after 
the second whistle is blown. 
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Vihile there are other variations of usual baton signals, 
a~many other signals in use, it appears that for the beginning 
• drum major these signals explained above should be sufficient. 
REHEARSALS WITH THE DRUM MAJOR AND ~BAND 
The writer has made a prac tice of utilizing the spring 
days for marching drills, after the winter monthe rehearsals of 
W\'11..,.\~. 
concert~ At these drills the best members of the drum major 
class are given an opportunity actually to lead the band. 
If a school is fortunate enough to have a drum major who 
can take charge of the rehearsal, the director's problem is much 
simpler. The new majors march behin~ the drum major and watch the 
work being performed. When the new major is initated it is best to 
say a few words to the band members so that they will be in s~ 
pathy with the situation. It is suggested that a conteat be held 
among the new recruits while the band members watch each candidat e's 
work, and~ake mental notes on the results. This will stimulate interest 
among the band members, who will undoubtedly be more in sympathy 
with the new majors than otherwise. 
If there is no drum major to take charge of the drill, 
the director should take it upon himself to see that the band 
members are in their proper places, and may even start the group 
~rching. Once the marching drill has started, the drum major 
recruit can take over the drill and lead the band on the pres-
criued course. This procedure is suggested as a means of reliev-
ing the tension felt by the candidate. The director should march 
with the group and be prepared to give any necessary directions 
o~tted by the drummajor recruit. 
•• 
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Her~ a word of warning must be injected: It is not wise 
to conduct a marching drill of this type if both the band members 
and the drum majors have not had previous marching experience • 
Once the band is returned to its starting point, the drum 
major commands "Halt" and then "At Ease." At this point the dir-
ector makes any necessary remarks. The drum major then commands 
"Attention" and, finally, "Dimissed". The director should then 
speak privately to the drum major, ppinting out first the strong 
]plaints in his work and then making suggestions for further improve-
ment. It seems best that the director should limit his adverse 
criticisms after the drum major's first attempt, and stress :m9.inly 
his commendation of successes. There are few drum majors that can boast 
about •doing everything right the first time out.• 
If there are several drum major appl icants YO be considered, 
the procedure for the marching drill is repeated for several succ-
essive rehearsals. After all the drum majors have had an oppor-
tunity to lead the band, the elimination takes place. The dir-
ector may make the choice or allow the selection to be made by 
the band members. If it seems likely that the band members would 
make the best choice, it is a good gesture to allow them to elect 
their own drum major. Care should be taken, however, to make sure 
that the band members do not elect a popular person without ability, 
for the work of the drum major is far too important to base the sel-
ection upon popularity alone. To eliminate the ordeal of selecting 
a drum major each year, it is well to .consider choosing an under-
classman. 
The unsuccessful applicants can form a twirling club learning 
• 
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baton twirling with a view o£ being selected as twirlers with the 
marching band. Two twirlers or more are often used, marching behind 
the drum major. One o£ these persons, if an underclassman, may re-
place the drummajor when the latter graduates. 
DtJriES OF A DRUM MA.TOR 
1. The drum major of the marching band is in complete 
charge prior to a parade or marching drill, while the band is on 
parade, and until the band is dismissed. 
2. The drum major leads the band over the line of march, 
signaling necessary corners, drills and formations, and signals 
the musical selections to be played by the band. 
3· The drum major must be alert £or any emergency. 
Such an u~oreseen emergency might be a car darting from a 
side street into the path of the band. 
HINTS FOR DRUM MA.TORS 
1. It is difficult for band members to play while 
marching uphill. 
2. Band members should not be required to play while 
parading over particulartly rough pavement. 
3· Do not signal for band music if another band which 
is next in line, is already playing. Wait until the other band 
finishes. 
4. When you give a command or signal, be sure that it 
is clearly understood and properly executed. 
5. If the band misinterprets your command, give it 
again, after correcting their mistake. 
6. Be dignified. The band members will show respect 
and admiration if you dese~ it. 
• 
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7. Be sure that your band is in order at the appointed 
time and place. Be prompt yourself, early enough to take care 
of any last ndnute details. 
8, If the band is performing at a special occasion, be 
sure to know the line of march and all of the details of the 
day. If the occasion calls for special music or there is a 
prescribed place for the band at the end or the line of march, 
be prepared to command the situation. 
9. Have the band music played where the crowds are con-
gre~ted. Don't tire them out so that they ~ill not play to 
best advantage when they come before the crowded sections. 
10. At a football game, don't play all the time. Give 
the visiting band a chance. Alternate your band music with 
theirs. 
11. Get acquainted with the visiting band director and 
drum major. If the other band is visiting, inform them that 
you would like to have them parade first at half-time. Don't 
take it for granted. Valuable rrdnutes will be lost if you, do. 
12. You must command every situation of the band while 
on parade. Be on the job at all times and prepared for the 
unexpected. 
·-
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lv!ARCHING DRILLS, MANEUVERS AND FORMATIONS 
It is now expected that the marching band is sufficiently 
trained in marching commands and straight street marching that they 
are ready to learn the execution of simple marching drills. Of first 
consideration, is the practice field. It is quite necessary that the field 
be large enough to maneuver the band properly without necessitating 
corner turns every few feet. For this work it is suggested that 
the band director be allowed ·the use of the athletic field. This 
field will probably be used for most of the band appearances at 
football games and therefore provides actual conditions, ideal for 
drill. Also the athletic field is of sufficient size to allow 
proper drill procedure. 
For drilling, the band is lined up in marching order, sugg-
estions for which will be found on page 37 of this thesis. 
Corner turns. Every mardhing band should learn to execute corner 
turns or wheels as they are often called. Wany bands are quite pro-
ficient in their maneuvering ability, but poor in turning corners. 
The corner turn or wheel is performed on a pivot. The pivot depends 
upon the direction of the turn. A right turn necessitates a right 
pivot while the left wheel is perforrn~ed with a left pivot. 
Circular Column Right (Band Turn) This type of turn is part-
icularly suited to small bands; l arger bands take too much time 
to execute this type o~ turn as the following explanation of the 
tt\rn will disclose: 
When the signal is given the front rank takes one more step 
forward then begins to turn to the right for the 90 degree turn. 
with the pivot on the right end of the line taking quarter steps 
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to the right. The band member a t the left end of the line takes 
full steps to the right. All of the others in that rank take steps 
• to correspond to their position in the line. Those nearer the right 
side of the line take quarter or half steps while those toward the 
left of the line must take three-quarter or full length steps. As 
soon as the front line is even they eontinue their new direction until 
the quarter turn has been completed by all ranks. If the pivot on 
the right end of the line is held, and the rest of the line guides 
to that pivot, the turn is slowed up considerably. It is suggested 
that the right pivot take quarter steps to describe an arc , in order 
to keep the turn at about regular marching tempo. When this is done 
the line guides itself if its members look out of the corners of their 
eyes, to the right and to the left. Care must be taken however to see 
that the line does not move to the left when making the right wheel • 
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Old Iviinstrel Turn. This turh is quite effective, and must 
be executed while only the drums are playing, as it is almost i~ 
pos•ible for the cornets, and especially the trombones to play while 
making the turn. The positions of all the band members are changed 
by this turn. 
• 
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When the signal is given, the.1 person on the le:ft side of the 
line takes one more step forward, then executes •Right Face" and 
continues to march in the new direction. The second person from the 
left marches forward four steps, executes a right turn and marches 
in the new direction. The third person from the left, marches for-
ward 7 steps before facing to the right; the fourth person marches 
forward 19 steps then facing; the fifth person ~rches forward 13 
steps then executes a r ight face, while the person on the right end 
of the line marches forward 16 steps and then makes a right face. 
As each person continues forward in the new direction, they will note 
that they come into line with another person every three steps, so 
that on the sixteenth step the entire line is marching forward 
together. For a diagram of this turn see below. 
Point of 
execution 
Each person executes 
right face after 
taking number 
l'f-U 
t?----r-1" 
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of steps 
indicated 
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Countermarches., There are two types of countermarch used 
with marching bands; namely, the reversible and the non- reversible. 
In each instance the success of the countermarch depends largely 
upon the front rank moving properly and the rest of the band following 
the person in front of him. Although the reversible type of countermarch 
may at first be co~using, it is more attractive than the other type 
• 
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from the standpoint of the spectator. 
Two methods of executing ~he reversible type of countermarch 
are as followsa (1) (See Deagram below) is executed upon the signal 
from the drum major; {see p. 45) each member of the front rank con-
tinues marching forward, in line, until the center of the line i s at 
the spot where the countermarch was signaled. At this point each 
member in the line makes a "Right About Face" marching in the new 
direction just to the left of the lines that follow. Each following 
line turns in the same manner when their line reaches the spot where 
the countermarch is to be executed. 
Original 
direction 
~ 
71 72. :73 74 75 76 
61 62 63 64 65 66 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
41 42 43 44 45 46 
31 32 33j 34 35 36 
21 22 23,' 24 25 26 
I 
tJl ~2 t.Y: tJ4 tJ5 tJ6 
X 
t>l"\ 
new 
direction 
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(2) (see diagram below) The nCountermarchW ' signal is given 
by the drum major. The band marches forward until it reaches the 
spot where the countermarch is to be executed. At this point the 
persons on the left half of the line "Left About ]ace"., while those 
on the right half of the line "Right About Face". The line then 
marches in the new direction with the persons on the left half of the 
rank marching to the right of the approaching column and those on the 
right half of the rank marching to the left of the approaching column. 
Each rank follows in exactly the same manner until the countermarch 
has been compl eted. 
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If it is desired to keep the band in its original position, 
yet employing the two above countermarches, it is necessary to 
execute two of the same type of countermarches. The second count-
ermarch will then return the band members to their original positions. 
The Non-reversible countermarch keeps the band members in their 
original positions. It is best performed with at least a six-man 
line. upon reaching the spot for making the countermarch, the per-
son on the right of the line marches obliquely to the. left in a large 
arc passing to the left of the position of the person on the left of 
the line, then continues in the new direction. The second person 
from the right marches in a similar yet smal~rc, to the left of 
the position occupied by the second person from the left side of the 
line before continuing in the new direction. The third person from 
the right side of the line marches to the left making a small a rc, end-
ing to the left of the person on his left , before continuing in the 
new direction. The person on the left side of the line moves to the 
• 
right and between the first two people from the right side of the line, 
marching in the new direction between the two approaching line on the 
• 
• 
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right side of the band. The second person marches sindlarly to the 
person on his left but between the second and third persons from t he 
right hand s ide of t he line. The . third person from the l eft makes 
a small arc to the right and marches in the new direction past the 
spot where he stood originally. Each succeeding line of the band 
follows in like roan_~er until the countermarch has been completed • 
Note diagram: 
orginal 
diredtion 
~ 
31 32 
21 
1 
etc. 
new 
direction 
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Square Countermarch. This ty~e of countermarch is quite diff-
icult to perform as it necessitates many right turns and marching in 
single line. It should not be attempted by the marching band until 
it is ~uite proficient at regular marching. 
To execute the square countermarch it is necessary to make 
three squares with the ranks of the band. (If the band contains 
extra ranks, they are to be considered separately and moved aroung 
the outside of the band "Square". See diagram on n ,xt page.) The 
outside square marches to the right , executing •Right Face" when corner 
turns are made, until they have marched one, half the way around the 
square. No. 11 will then be in the former position of No. 66. The 
second square marches to the right at half step, executing ~Right Face • 
on the corners of the square, until they have marched half way around 
their square. Ne. 22 will then be in the position formerly occmpied 
by No. 55• The inside square moves at half step to the right, 
making right turns on all the corners until they have marched 
around one and one half times. NO. 34 will then be- in the place 
• occupied by No. 43• 
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LINE DRILLS AND FORMATIONS 
I~ny possible formations may be made by employing movements 
by lines or ranks. These drills are based upon fundamental co~ 
mands, such as column right or column left, oblique marching , 
sideward marching, etc. This type of formation is very effective, 
yet easy to perform. There is a decided advantage in this type of 
drill; it can be performed although there may be vacancies within 
the ranks. Special formations and maneuvers which require definite 
pla.ces in the maneuver for a.ll band members are many ti~s spoiled 
if performed without full membership. 
Line drills follow geometric designs. Each line or rank 
may be required to move independently of any other line or may 
be emplyed with a combination of other lines to cr eate the desired 
• 
formation. Lines are sometimes divided, with each half meving in 
opposite directions. The possible combina tions seem unlimited. 
• 
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When planning line drills the director first sketches his 
proposed drill on paper. The yard markers of the athletic field 
are often valuable when charting t hese drills. The drills often 
make use of these markers in limiting the drill formation. Once 
the plan has been outlined the director proceeds to determine the 
different movements of the band ranks necessary to perform the drill. 
The line movements should require the least distance from the or-
iginal positions, for greatest effectiveness. A drill or formation 
which requires considerable time in its development loses much of its 
audience appeal. 
As example of possible line drills and formations the 
following are diagrammed: 
Entrance I Page 77 
Entrance II Page 78 
Squads Right and Left Page 7'.1 
The shuttle Page 89 
The Three Rings page 81 
The Wheel page ·82 
The Serpent Page 80 
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MARCHING MANEUVERS 
Mardhing maneuvers are basically formations, yet they 
re~~ire a somewhat different technique in their development. 
Line « rills employ the movement of linea or ranks; maneuvers 
are formed by the placement of band members as individua ls 
regardless of the other members in their lines. The possibi l-
ity of a maneuver is deter.rndned mostly by the size of the band. 
There are, however, countless maneuvers possible with a band 
of forty to fifty players. Formations have been adapted from 
the large college bands of one hundred players and more. The 
adaptions of these maneuvers are possible within certain limits 
for the smaller band. 
Many ideas for maneuvers present themselves with the perfor-
mance for a speci a l occasion. A visi ting school is many times hon-
ored by the "home" band when it for.ms a letter or letters for tha t 
school. Similar ideas are possible and originated by band direc t ors 
for these maneuvers. 
ORGINATING THE MANEUVER 
After the idea for the maneuver has been originated, and 
sketched on paper, the placement of band members is considered. 
In charting the maneuver it is well to consider the yard markers 
on the football field as a means of keeping the formation uni-
formally within these lind ts. Movements of band members are made 
to their places in the formation, using the shortest possible dis-
tance from their original positions. It is not essential that t he 
exact number of steps for each band member be notated at this time. 
Once that the formation is put into practice it can easily be de-
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cided how many steps are required. 
After the maneuver has been diagrammed, it is mimeo-
graphed and a copy given to each band member. These copies 
should show each band member's position in the maneuver from 
his position in the basic marching order. (The marching order 
formation chart will be found on page 37. 
DRilliNG THE MANEUVER 
The mimeographed maneuvers are explained by the band dir-
ector at the rehearsal, before the formation is attempted. Simple 
maneuvers may not require much of any consideration before being 
attempted. After the maneuver has been discussed the band takes its 
regular marching formation on the practice field and, under the dir-
ection of the band director, "walks through the formation". This 
expression refers to the method of preparing new maneuvers. The 
maneuver is tried by having the banu members walk to their positions 
as notated on the forms. This procedure is repeated as many times 
as necessary, without any music, until each hand member moves to the spe-
cified place without difficulty. 
During this practice the director must consider the musit. 
to be played with the maneuver. If he has already decided upon the 
selection to be played, he considers how much music the formation will 
raquire. A simple method for determining the amount of nrusic to be 
played is to count, in rhythm with the narch t~o., from the beginning 
of the drill until it is completed, and then dividing the amount counted 
by two which will show the number of music measures required for the 
maneuver, 
After the m9.neuver has been practiced, in the above manner, 
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it is performed to the accompaniment of the drum action. This 
practice is later replaced by perforndng the maneuver from start-
ing positions with the band music to be played • 
The final step in this procedure is to incorporate the new 
formation with the rest of the drill progr~. This usually shows 
if the maneuver is perfected enough for presentation. In the other 
parts of this maneuver prac t ice the band members are able to con-
centrate on the new work and when performing this new maneuver with 
other formations they must be more alert. The marching band 's routine 
generally includes several maneuvers and drill formations, with music 
for each formation, which are generally executed in f as t succes sion. 
As .. examples of maneuvers, the following are explained and 
diagramed: 
Pennant with AH• 
U. s. A. 
Shield Formation 
Anchor Formation 
~~ 00 
Page 86 
Page 88 
~p ~ 
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It will become apparent, as soon as the marching band is 
organized, that uniforms are needed for the organization. The 
choice of these uniforms is a problem in itself. Many commun--
ities are necessarily limited in funds and are forced to accept 
the merest suggestion of a uniform while other gands are fortunate 
in being equipped with the finest uniforms that money can buy. 
Whatever the case, it is well to consider seriously how the band 
should be uniformed. 
Second-hand Uniforms • Let us consider first the most li~ 
ited uniform budget. The purchase of new uniforms seems quite out 
of the question and the school does not wish to make an investment 
regardless of the amount, if the uniforms will not present the · 
desired appearance. It is quite possible to investigate the pur-
chase of second-hand uniforms. This solution may be quite difficult 
if you must use the school colors and their combination is quite rare. 
It is, nevertheless, sometimes possible to purchase capes and caps 
from some school system which has recently purchased new u~iforms 
and is willing to sell its old uniforms at a fraction of their 
original cost. 
An investigation throughout the section of the state or 
elsewhere will often locate exactly what is needed at a price 
within the budget limits. The band director should make known 
his needs to music dealers and salesmen with whom he domes in 
contact, and who may assist in locating the desired uniforms. 
• 
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Duck Trousers. Another economy device which the writer has 
experienced is the use of white duck trousers with capes and caps, 
as the band uniforms. In most cases, the trousers have been pur-
chased by the p~ents and remain the students' property. But white 
soils too easily in use, and has been found impractical. For this 
reason it is suggested that white duck trousers be eliminated. In-
stead it may be possible to purchase duck trousers, or same such 
material, in one of the school colors. If this is done, the trousers 
should be purchased from one dealer or from the same company to in-
sure uniformity of color. If it is not possible to purchase the 
trousers in the desired shade, there is still a possible solution. 
~~ite trousers, of the same shade and quality, can be purchased 
and dyed~ To insure unifor.mity of color a dye ba th is made in 
a tub large enough to accommodate all the trousers to be dyed. The 
dyeing may be handled by a commercial house. 
Another economical t ype of uniform may be devised by using 
duck trousers, dyed a school color, and a Russian type blouse. 
Again, white shirts, with black »•w tie~ and a waist sash of a 
school color and duck trousers would eonstitute quite an accept-
able uniform. 
The Costume Uniform. Yfuen considering a li~ted budget it is 
possible t o consider a costume for a uniform. With the cooperation 
of band members' parents, very attractive costumes can be made 
quite reasonably. If this possibility is considered, an attempt 
should be made to design a costume representative of the community 
or section of the state. For example, a rural section might adopt 
a farmer's outfit. A midwest community might decide upon a cowboy 
• 
outfit. Other possibilities include Indian attire, Dutch outfits, 
Scbtch kilts, etc. 
WHAT TO PAY 
The cost of uniform varies. Most of the uniform cost is 
determined by the material used and the workmanship of the man-
ufacturer. In purchasing the uniform, therefore, it is quite 
important to consider the type of uniform desired anu the material 
to be used in making the uniform. The moderately priced uniforms 
are generally make of cotton gabardine. This material wears well 
yet wrinkles easily. The writer suggests a uniform made of 100% 
wool. There are many a:JCai lable: .. cloths in this line. One of the 
best of these is the wool whipcord. Although the initial cost 
of the unifor.m made of a good grade material is considerably more, 
it will generally outwear cheaper grades and at the same time 
make a much finer appearance. 
:M:Jn'HOD OF CHOOSING BAND UNIFORMS 
The following plan was used by the writer in purchasing band 
uniforms. This plan made it possible to purchase a better construct-
ed uniform at the same price as the inferior sample uniforms subndtted 
for consideration. 
When the purchase of new band uniforms was first investigated, 
the band director contacted severa l of the best known uni form houses. 
He stated his needs, suggesting several types of uniforms which he 
thought would be of interest to the school. One company submitted 
sketches and samples of material; another company insisted upon 
making a sample uniform from a sketch subrr.dtted to it by the ba nd 
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director. All of the companies sent samples of uniforms in 
stock, although they were not of the desired school colors, for 
proof of ther workmanship, and showing the different styles which 
could be copied. 
When all this material had been received, the band director 
called a special meeting of the band members to consider their ideas 
and choice of a band uniform. Several individuah modeled the unifor.ms, 
and the band members, af~er considering the different uniforms on hand, 
mated for the three of their choice . The coat type uniform with lapels 
was rejected because i t presented a particular problen4 With this 
.-~ 
uniform it is necesstii·y ,~9 W{aar a white shirt and .tie. The band 
.... _ .: 
members recalled the many methods of ty~ng a tie and the equally 
varied appearance of laund~red shirts. It was mentioned that the 
ties might become ndsplaced and the shirt be in the laundry on the 
day of an appearance. (This coat type of uniform is a favorite with 
many school band throughout the country. Its rejection in this in-
stance shows only the preference of this school band for another 
type of uniform). 
The cadet style jacket wes also rejected in favor of t he coat 
style with the high collar, as these coats are more easily adapted 
to persons of different sizes. 
THE UNI.FORIVI COMvUTTEE! 
After the type of uniform had been chosen by the band members, 
a comnittee was formed to approve the choice and to make reco.mmenda-
tiona regarding the choice of material, construction, uniform dealer, 
etc. This comndttee was in the charge of the high school principal. 
• 
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i. tailor was asked to give his advice regarding the choice of material 
from the samples submitted, a parent of one of the band members 
represented all of the band parents and the community; an executive 
from a local knitting company gave his advice regarding the color 
fastness of the garment's colors. The supervisor of music joined 
the committee in behalf of thet·.·music department and gave suggestions 
relative to the approval of the uniform. The band director relayed 
the thoughts of his band members, leaving the consideration and 
approval of the uniform to the committee. 
The wor~ of the conndttee was made simpler because one of the 
companies had supplied a sample uniform exactly as the uniforms 
were to be constructed5 This uniform was attacked by the members 
of the committee and literally torn apart. The lining was found 
to be of a poor grade and showed signs of crocking. There was not 
enough material in the uniform for alterations. The band director 
soon realized that this group was preventing the school from pur-
chasing an inferior garment and saving him from much criticism 
from the community. 
After the committee had approved the style and trim as suggested 
by the band members, it was decided to sent a letter to each of the 
interested uniform companies outling our exact needs and asking for 
bids on the order. This letter is not included here but the following 
points were covered in its text: 
1. Number of uniforms to be purchased. 
2. Style of uniform. 
3· Color desired and material to be used. 
4. · Method of trimming and uniforms. 
• 
.5· 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
1_5. 
16. 
17. 
18 .. 
19. 
20. 
Collar construction. 
a. Web lining for stiffness. 
Number of buttons, sewn, not riveted. 
a. Extra supply of buttons • 
Button holes to be corded. 
Good grade lining. 
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a. Sample to be submitted for approval. 
Extra material in sleeves and cuffs. 
Trousers fitted with suspender buttons and belt 
loops. -
No cuffs on trousers. 
a. Three inches of material bas ted in 
trouser legs. 
Zipper front trousers, boys style. 
Submit sample, labeling wool content. 
Guarantee color fastness of material. 
Style of hat. 
Hat decora tion. 
Plume socket in hat desired. 
Hat colors. 
Bid submitted by deadline date. 
Method of paying for uniform order. 
After the deadline date, the different bids were considered. 
The comrndttee decided upon the successful company which in this 
case was not the lowest company's bid but rather the next higher 
bid of a better known concern., 
The successful company was contacted and an agreement in trip-
licate was drawn up and properly signed by the high school principal, 
· the uniform company ' s representative and the band director. This 
contract agreement was drawn up by the high school principal and con-
tained the points mentioned above. One word of caution is offered re-
garding measureing for band uniforms. 
It is better to deal with a company who sends its representative 
to do the uniform measur¢ing then a company who agr ees to pay a local 
tailor to do the work. The local tailor may be blamed by the company 
for any mistakes in measuring and ne«essary replacements may be hard 
to obtain. 
• 
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.. UNIFORM BOND 
The purchase of band uniforms represents an investment which 
should be protected. M:my school systems find it eliminated much 
confusion if the uniforms are issued at the beginning of the school 
year and kept throughout the year by the individual student. If 
this is done there should be some means of insuring the safe return 
of the uniform at the close of the school year. 
The writer believes that to issue a uniform without any 
written acceptance of responsibility may be inviting difficulty. 
It is true that in the great majority of cases the students proudly 
protect the uniform as if it were their own property, but exception must 
be considred. Hence it is suggested that a legal form bond be adopted 
by the school system and properly signed by parent of guardian before 
any uniform is issued. The following form is included as an example 
of a form le§Blly correct in the state of New York. 
The inclusion of the rental fee for the use of the uniform is 
arbitrary but it has been found most helpful in keeping the uniforms 
cleaned each year and in &Qod repair. 
• 
Norwich High School Bond for Band Unifonn Furnished by The 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
of the Norwich Public Schools 
Know All Man by These Presents: 
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No. • •••••• 
That we. ••••••••••••••••• • ••••• and.e • ••• ••• •~• • • * •••••as principals and••••••••••••••• 
(Parent) 
and •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• as surety, are held and firmly bound unto the Board of Ed-
( Bondsman) 
ucation of the ••••••••••••••••••••••.••.• School District, of the City of Norwich, 
State of New York, a public corporation, in the sum of •••••••••·•••••••••·••••••••••·••••• 
dollars, for the payment of which sum well and truly made to said Board of Education, we, 
and each of us, bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, and assigns, jointly and severally, 
firmly by these presents. 
sealed with our seals, and dated this •••••••••••••••••••• day of ••••••••••••• , 19 ••••••••• 
The condition of theabove obligation is such that 
\~, The said Board of Education of the •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••School District, 
of the City of ••••••••••••••••• has supplied; to ••••••••••••••••••••••••••a certain band uni-
fonn to wit: 
•••••••••••••••••Coat no ••··~···•••••••Hat No •••••••••• Trousers No ••••••••••• with these 
accessories ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• in the following con-
dition • • •• ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••···•••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••• 
of the val~ of . $ ••••••••••• for use in the Norwich High School Band in said District, with 
the privilege of taking said uniform home and to other places as may be called for in the 
proper use. 
NOW, THEREFORE, is the said •••••••••• • ••shall return said uniform on demand, to said 
Board of Education in as good condition as when received, less reasonable wear and tear then 
this obligation shall become null and void; otherwise to remain in full forde and effect. 
It is understood with the execution of this bond that the pupil has tull and good inten-
tions of maintaining enrol~nt in the Norwich High School Band and will play in such organ-
izations as require this uniform during the remainder of his school course. The rental fee 
of$ ••••••• for the use of this uniform for the school year from •••••••••••• l9••••••••to 
•••••••••••••••·• 19 •••••• , is enclosed with this bond and is not reuurnable. 
(Pupil) ···••••••••••••••••••••••who resides at•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(Parent) ••••...••••••••••.••••••• who resides at .••••••••.••...•.•.... 4 •••••••••••• • •••••••• 
(Bondsman) ••••••••••••••••••••••• who resides at ••••••• •••• ••••• •• ••• ••• •• •••••• •••• •••• ••·• 
(Bondsman) must own property in this school district. Parent may sign as bondsman if he 
owns property in this school disrict) 
(Location of Property) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
This bond expires ••••••••••••.•••••..••.•.••••••••••••••••....• • 19 ••••• .••••• 
STATE OF NEW YORK, County of Cheango, sa: 
On this •••• • .••••••••••• day of•••••••••••••••• A. D. 19••••···········•••vefore me per-
son.a.lly appeared • ••• . ••••••••••••••.•••...••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••.••••. . ..•• • ·• • ••• 
to me personally known and also known to me to be the sSIM persons described in and who ex-
ecuted the foregoing Bond and severally acknowledged the execution of the same. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••Notary Public 
STATE OF NEI'i YORK, County of Cheango, sss 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••being duly s worn says : 
he is a resident of and a freeholder in the County of ••••••••••••• , and State of 
New York, and that he is worth the sum of ••••••••••••••••· · ••••••••••••••••dollars 
over all the debts and liabilities which he owes or has incarred, and exclusive of property 
exempt by law from levey and sale under an execution. Subscribed andsworn to before me, thif 
•••••••••••day of••••••• •••••••••••19 ••• 
••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Notary Public 
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MUSIC MATERIALS 
The effectiveness of marching drills and formations is greatly 
enhanced if appropriate music is played. The band may play any march 
prior to a formation, but when the formation is to be executed the 
march music is stopped momentarily and the music for the formation 
played. In same cases this mueic may be only the trio of some music-
al selection but by playing the appropriate music the success of the 
formation is almost assured. 
It is not always possibl~ to find an appropriate selection for 
a particular formation. In such cases the effectiveness may be gained 
by stopping the band music being played and playing another s e l ection 
while the drill is being formed. 
There is an abundance of band material available for the marching 
band which include~ nearly all types of music. In selecting marching 
band music the band director should have in mind the needs of his 
marching band. The important thing is to select suitable music, 
music which is not too difficult for his band to perform. For 
marching purposes it is suggested that an easier grade of music be 
played than is ordinarily undertaken. The problem of playing while 
marching is great enough for all high school band members without 
burdening them with music which taxes the limits of their ability. 
It is better to play an easy march well than a~ a difficult march 
poorly. 
The following lists of marching band music materials are listed 
without the intention of showing any favor to one music publisher. 
These lists are graded and include brief remarks regarding each 
• 
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selection, which should serve as a guide to band directors in the 
selection of appropriate music. 
MARCH BOOK COLLECTIOl~ 
Name 
Stadium Echoes 
College M;trches 
Keep 'em Playing 
M:J.rching Along 
Marching to Victory 
M3-rching March Folio 
Chenette Band Book 
The Fulton Folio 
Patriotic America 
Pass in Review 
Arranger 
Chas. Roberts 
Misc. 
Misc. 
Misc., 
King 
Misc. 
Misc. 
Fulton 
Misc. 
Misc. 
Publisher 
Carl Fischer 
Melrose 
Rubank 
Rubank 
Barnhouse 
Fischer 
Fischer 
Diitson 
Broadcast Mus. 
Fischer 
MARCHES (Medium grade IW.rdhes published by Carl Fisbher) 
Washington Post 
On The Mill 
~rch "Religiose" 
Semper Fidelia 
Lights Out 
The Thunderer 
Invercargi 11 
u. s. Field Artillery 
Le Regiment de Sambre-et Meuse 
Under the Double Eagle 
Father of Victory 
Entry of the Gladiators 
A !ll'rangesa 
Composer 
Sousa 
Gol.iim<3.n 
Chambers 
Sousa 
McCoy 
Sousa 
Lithgow 
Sousa 
Turlet 
Wagner 
Ganne 
Fucik-Laurendeau 
Costa 
ReiW.rks 
medium easy 
collection 
of college 
songs. 
Clarinet pts. 
difficult. 
Class A or B 
Medium easy 
all around use 
Medium easy 
Medium 
IVIedi urn, con-
tains Nat ' 1 
airs. 
Medium easy 
March trios 
all well-known 
melodies. 
Medium, coll-
ection of well 
known patriotj 
tunes and mar-
ches. 
Medium 
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MARCHES (Continued) 
Name 
March Lorraine 
American Eagle :March 
Glory of the Trumpets 
Zacatecas 
Wa shington Grays 
S . I. B. A. 
I'IIarch "Let' s Go" 
Old Comrades 
March " 1. M. B." 
2nd Regt. Conn. N. G. Uiarch 
Tenth Regiment 
Mar~h "Independentia" 
Amer ican Legion 
The Connect icut ~~arch 
(Marches from various Publishens ) 
MARCH 
Marine's Hymn 
Listen to the Drummers 
Liberty Bell 
King Cotton 
Imperial Guards 
From 'l'ropic to Tropic 
El Capitan 
Front Section 
Our Director 
National Emblan 
Gridiron King 
Garde s du Corps 
Military Jscort 
De Ivlolay Cam._mandry 
N C - 4 
Cheerio (Sing and Whistle) 
Colonel Bogey 
Cities Service 
'N an of the Hour 
On Wisconsin 
Stars and Stripes Forever 
Regiments Return 
Them Basses 
CCMPOSER 
Phillips 
Lea nord 
Sousa 
Sousa 
Foss 
.Alexander 
Sousa 
Bagley 
Bigelow 
Bagley 
Fletcher 
Hall 
Bennett 
Hall 
Bigelow 
Goldman 
Alford 
Bourdon 
Woods 
.i'urdy 
Sousa 
Crosby 
Huffine 
Composer 
Ganne 
Boehme 
?1 
Brockenshire 
Cod ina 
Grafulla 
Hall 
foods 
Teike 
Hall 
Hee-ves 
Hall 
Hall 
Parker 
Nassarm 
PUBLISHER 
E. B. Marks 
Olive r Ditson 
Thea . Presser 
Thea . Bresser 
Cundy- Bettoney 
Barnhouse 
Thea. Presser 
Jacobs 
Jacobs 
J acobs 
Sam Manus 
Thea. Presser 
Fillmore 
J acobs 
Jacobs 
G. Schi rmer 
Boosey 
Ascher 
G. Schirmer 
Thorton A~len 
'l'b.eo. Pre-sser 
Cundy- Bettoney 
Fillmore 
Marches (May be played wi th Band and Drtnn and Bugle Corps) * 
Semper Fidelis 
Glory of the 'l'rumpets 
The 'Ihunderer 
Cavalry C~oldier 
R8g~ental Parade 
Pass in Review 
Adjutant' s March 
With Trumpet and Drmn 
Sousa 
Brockenshire 
Sousa 
Brockenshire 
Heed 
Safranek 
VI eldon 
Weldon 
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CHARACTERISTIC ~ DE3CRIPTriE AND I-ItlMOROUS ~ 
~ 
'I'oreador (Humoresque) 
Silas Perkins ' Wedding (Cross- Roads Hoe Dovm) 
.An llrkansaw Husgin" Bee (Characteri st ic Dance ) 
Mr . 'l'rombonology (Trombone Char acter istic) 
Sleepy Sam (Negro Characteri stic) 
On the Air (Charact eristic ~ovelty March) 
Light Ca l vary-Poet and Peasant M:arch 
Noisey Bill (Trombone Characteristic) 
Comedian ' s March (from "Bartered Bride") 
Anvil Chorus { i'rorn "!l 'rrovat ore") 
P izzicato )olka 
In the li'or e8t (Polka) 
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Composer 
Lake 
Smith 
Pryor 
Davis 
Seltzer 
Goldman 
Suppe 
Losey 
Sme tana 
Verdi 
S tre.uss 
Eitner 
ito - C-a.d ~io:>e.~e'(' t.~. 
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CO:MPRE!illNSIVE AB3rRACT 
The purpose of this thesis is to show means for the develop-
ment of the marching band in the small high school. Before con~ 
sidering the problem, however, it seemed necessary to appraise 
marching bands in the light of their educational value . ~rching 
bands in the small high school have been developed in recent years 
because school administrators were convinced of their educational 
value as a part of the music department program. This is shown by 
statements of music educators and authorities in the field of in-
strumental music and by response through correspondence, which 
sampled the opinion of school administrators. 
The band or§anization has been oulined with special emphasis 
upon a particular plan for band organization and student government. 
Other topics covered are scheduling the rehearsals, the marching 
band instrumentation, the marching order, and a merit system which 
shows a plan used by the writer for making yearly band awards. The 
sections dealing wi -Gh the rehearsal schedules show several ways of 
scheduling band rehearsals and the plan used by the writer. A rev-
olutionary set-up for marching band order is suggested. This plan 
is contrary to the regular marching order, as used by the majority 
of high school bands, but nevertheless has proved superior in many 
ways to other plans. 
As the purpose of this thesis is to show means for the develop~ 
ment of the marching band, considerable attention has been given the 
teaching of marching colllll8.nds to the beginning marching band. From 
these commands, the transition to the first marching drills and the 
• 
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problems i nvol ved , s e eM'> d i rec tly e.n u lo . ~, i c ~ l ' en,a nded . ;:he 
11ri te:c has outlined a p rocedure fo r c onduc t ing th-:;se Jl19.rch i ng 
drilll:l a nc• perfec t i ng the me.rching c ommands . 
'11le i mpo:rt;:mce of the dr-um ma jor to a m~t-: ·ching b;:.nd Hlekes i t 
imperative t hat h is select ion a nd t :t•ainine; be d i scu ssed . The 
drun rna jor cla ss is described , t he ma jo:r·i t y of the co. JJ na nus used 
v;ith the ffifl .c·ch ing benci expla i ne O. a nd the me thod of executing the 
c O.fllJTt9.nds i s ou'Ll ined . .As a roee ns :l"or chootdng a drUHl major an 
eliminat i on p l a n is outl ine d . Hi nts t o drUill ma j ors are included , 
dr avm from the i:; r i ·Ler' s rea(Jing an d. expe:r·ience. 
1'he bana d i r ectors who wish to perf orm line drills and. man-
euvers t h ere is nmch o f val ue t o be found in these part i cular 
s ec t i ons . 'l'he pTo blems of the f i rst ma r ch ing drills are con-
sider ed with ma terial cont~lined sho\~! int:; methods i'o r ex e cut ing 
tur ns, count ermar ches an cl 1 i ne clrill s . Severa l s ample dl· ills 
er·e explu i .ne u anU. d i a gra.tued for use wi t h t he small march ing oand . 
The method of orig inating line C.r i l ls ano. f"orr.nutions e xpl a ined 
i n t h i s tl1esis s hows i t :i. s qui·te poss i bl e t o ad.apt f orma t ions 
used by lar ge.r bands f or use \'l i ~~,h the small hi gh school band 
of forty t o f ifty member·s 1 or to develop or i (,;ina l i dea s f or 
maueu•rer s . 
In compiling rna t er i a l f or thi s s ~ouc!.y t he wri te:t· draws upon 
t he a s s ista nce and exp e rience of a n a dul t commi t tee in s elec t ing 
band unif o rms. The com.c1li t t ee chosen representee< several interested 
factors in t he communi ty . A t ailor gave a dvice re garding the choice 
of cloth and t he uni fdl r111 con struc t ion; a parent of one o f t he band 
mernbers r epre s ented all o:f th.e band par ents a nd t he comrmj.ni t y ; an 
execut ive f rom a local kni tt j ne; company rep r es r:mted the communi t y and 
.. 
?5 
gave a nvice regarding the color fastness of the garn1ent's colors : the 
supervisor of music spoke in behalf of the music deparUment while 
the band director reported the suggestions of the band Illembers • 
This commi t·!iee b rought t o light many points which proved to 
be q_ui te ,profitable to t he school in the purchase of its b:.~nd 
uniform at a price that would h0ve been pai ci for an i nferior 
garment . 
Included with the discussion of the band uni f orm is eome men-
t ion of' the uniform budget , costume uniforms and purchasing second-
hand uniforms. 
'l'he concluding section i s devoted t o 1nusic materials for the 
marching b:· nd . Here are to oe found several pages of band marches , 
collections, character i stic and humorous numbers wh ich ll1ay be used 
as reference tor bui l ding a library f'or the march ing band . The ma t -
e r i als a re graded and include numbers from the illOst elementary level 
to a mediwa grade of dit'i' icu l t y . I t is hoped that this section has 
i ncluded materials which will satisfy the most particular band master . 
The bibliography , used in compiling this thesis is repr·esenta ti v e 
of most oi' the outstanding books available on the subjec:t of the 
marching band . The writer believes that an~,r or all of these books 
:).is ted will provide va luable material for the director of a marching 
band. 
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61. 62 63 41 42 J.~ - .-:; 21 22 23 
61~ 65 66 41~ lJ-5 46 24 25 26 
61 62 63 
6LJ- 65 66 41 42 43 
4L~ h_r;:; 46 21 22 23 ' _. 
2LJ. 25 26 
LJ,l lj.? LJ.L~ 45 46 
21 22 23 24 2-5 2.6 
F i g . 4 . 71 72 73 71+ 75 76 
~ 
61 62 :;. 6LJ- 61) 66 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
~ 
L~l Lt-2 43 lt-4 LJ-5 Lt-6 
7 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
~ 
21 22 ~ 2 1.:- 2 '5 26 
ll 12 ll:IL~ 1 5 1 6 
7 
---=---~------~-----::- DI'I 
Expl a.."tla t ion : F i gur e i. shovrs band lin e-up a t on e end of t he 
athl e t ic f i eld . Dr um ma jo r signal s f o r ban:d music an.d 
" Band-Forward r-Iarch n. -4\.ll lines, '.vith the exception of lin e 
No. 71-76 foruard march until they reach the positions in-
dicated in figv.re 2. Uhen t he d rum major sees t hat the pos-
itions. of figure 2. are reachedJ> t he whistle is blo\,m; line 
No:. 71-'76 contin.ues to march fol"Ward, all other lines resume 
a six mart line by marching obliquely ri e;ht or left, v;ith t h e 
first, three persons in each line m.archine; at half-step until 
t h e formation appears as indicated in:. fi gure 3. &.fter t h e 
six man lines are formed t h e oblique marching contimx.es, as 
indicated in figure 4 . t.m.t.il al.L t h e lines are directly b e-
h ind t h e Drum Hajor,. · il-:t regular marching order. £-'!arching is 
1tri th full lene;th step. 
Fig. l. 
LINE FOPJ;f/1 TION 
71 72 73 74 75 76 
61 62 63 64 65 66 
51 52 53 t 54 55 56 
41 42 43 ljA 45 46 
D!·1 t: ~: t~: t~: t~: t~: 
~l ~2 ~3 ~4 ~5 ~6 
line of 
march 
t 
78 
Explanation: Band is lined up in reverse marching order, as 
indicated in figure 1., at one end of the athletic field, 
facing to"itards 'the cen.ter of the field. The entrance is. 
made by having the first line(l.Jo. ll-16, march in the 
directions of the arrO'\rlS to\vards the center of the field. 
Each successive line marches for'V'Tal~d iihen the line behind 
passes their particular line until the full band is mar-
ching forttmrd in t h eir regular marching order. 
used by permission of Gambled Hinged 1·1Usic co., aarching 
:r.taneuver Series, Volume 1 p. 7 by Hark H. Hindsley 
• 
LINE FORl,1ATION 
SQUADS RIGHT AND LEFT 
• -:/..l.7_::2_7L:JL' --f7....!4_7.J-5..._-.!..76 
61 62 
• :-. 52 53 Sll- 55 56 
:J 
4r 42 lQ L~4 4-5 
c »-
• 
• -;: 34 35 36 
• 
21 22 2'!~25 '> . 
• t l/l" 
• 
• 
15 • 16 
line of march 
:;xpla..nation : Lines nos. 11-16, 31-56, 51-56 and 71-76 execute 
nsquads Righ ti then continue marchin e; to the ri ght until 
they have exeeuted a c i rcle and retlH'l.:Ied to t .heir orig inal 
positions : Lines Hos . 21-26 , 41- L!-6 , 61-66 exe cute --~quads 
I,.. eft~' then r11arc_1;).ng i:Q.. -~ha.t direQt.iQn until t h ey retu!'i.'1 
1:.0 w1elr orlt;llla..L IJO Sl"C .. lons . Varla t:wn to t h e c:wove may 
be made by reversing t h e direction of the turns . 
• 
8o 
LL'JS FOHHATIOIJ 
The Serpent. 
'71 72 73 ''74 7.5 76 
I I I I ) ) ,.... 
line of 61 62 63 6L~ oc:; 00 --' 
march I I I ) I ds 51 52 53 54 ,... ,... l :J:J -' I I I I I I .lJ-l 1~2 43 41~ 45 .lJ-6 ' I I I I I 3l 32 33 34 35 36 ~ t ~ ~ "' ~ 21 ~22 -23- 211.-25-26 
-1-
l~l 
61 6 2 65 66 
~ \ I 
51 .- r"\ :) c: 53 5 LJ. 55 56 
J. ~ Lt ~ ~ J., 41 L:-2 l tl l- 45 46 
etc. 
~xplanation: In prep aration for t l1.e "Serpent1' :fonnation, td e 
drura najor tal;;:es a position just ahead of Ho. ll and sic;-
nals fo r the formation . The drwn Elajor then leads the 
line no . ll-16 fo rvle..rd in sig·1al file , as indica. ted in 
t .h e above diagram, circl .ing to t h e ri ght , '!;.i ith t h e o ther 
lines follovring in order until t h e full band is follo\,T-
in.g in single file . 1rl'le direction is reversed 1·1hen the 
d rum major reaches t h e center of t h e circle ; t .h e b a.11.d 
members r ·etracins ·tlleir steps in t h e opposite direct-ion 
until they emmerg e from t h e last. circle. The orig inal 
formation is r e sumed as i ndicated above. 
• 
Fi g . 1. 
Fig . 
THE 'I'I-IR ;:!,; RINGS 
(for t .wirling demonstration) 
71 72 73 74 75 76 
61 - 62- 63-64-65- 66 
( X ) 
51 52- 53- 54- 55- 56 
la 42- 1~3-:4-45- 4-6} 
31 32- 33 - 34-3 5 36 
r21 22-23-21: -25 261 
11 12- 1 3f 14 -1 5 16 
X X 
DH 
40 yd . 40 yd . 
line of 
march 
l 
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11.. 7• 7. 7. 7. ~ 
~~ 
~ :J!)~~~ 
I 
f 
X 
I 
l 
~~4~~6 
•xplanation: First whistle command s lin es to, mo.ve in direction of 
the arr ovvs indicated in Fig . l. .After tvm complete revolut-
ions to t he rie;ht,. drtun majo·r halts band in p o,sitions g iven 
i11 figure 2.(Twirlers t h en give exhibit.ion ) . ~fter thir·d 
whi stle lines are brok en, to form Fig . 3 . ( The ends of lines 
51-56 , 31-36 , ll-16 , stay abou.t t he same posit .ion, v1hile the 
m!ldcU e of t h es e linea back1-1ard march .into position. 
T:t-f7 THR~;: RHmS 
{continued ) 
The other lines; 61-66 , 4l,- Lf.6 , 21-26 are formed •·rhen 
the ends of the lines stay in about the same posit ion 
1"fhile the middle of each of these lines march forward 
into place. The t wirlers are indicated by(x.)in each 
diagram. 
LINE FORJI•tATION 
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Fig . l Fig . 2 
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-(continu ed) 
Fig . 5 
Explan a t ion : \•hth a sign:al from t h e drum major, lin e lJo. ll-16 
pivots on No. ll ru1d marches to the right. (Fig . 2.) Tile 
o ther lines con tinue to foruard march until lines nos. 21-26 ~ 
31-36 , 41-L!-6 reach the original position of line !;J"o. ll- 16; 
at this point each line in tur:-1 exe cutes a righ t turn: ru1.d 
con tinues to march to tb.e :r;:ight. (Fig . 3.) These four lines 
form the spolces O'f the ~<-rheel. Beg inning ,.,i t h line Eo. 51-56 
tha last three lines' march forward in single file, u h en ·they 
reach t h e original position of No. Hi. (Fig . L} . ) These lin es, 
i n single f ile, march t.o t he right e.nd around t h e outsid e of 
t h e first four ran.k s. (Fig . 5. ) 
.!All movements ai'e continued until t h e "Nh eel u h a s r evolved 
t1·rice to th e rie;ht . 
To dissolve: Bee t he f ollowing pag e. 
• 
Fi_g . 7 1 6 
15 
14 
13 '\ 12 
11 
t, r. ~ q o y \"'rl o.T i o "' 
" ''""Q, W 'n <l. e \ " 
((oV'IT\'1\V.Q. 0) 
71 72 73 7 4 7 5 76 
• 
71 7 2 73 74 75 76 
61 62 63 64 65 66 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
26252LJ.232221 lJ.lL~24~4L~~s46 ' s~·. .. :;::.. 
33 
~i.J. J• 
3 5 
36 
F i r:; . 8 . 71 7 2 7' f7 L~ 75 76 ,..) 
61 62 63 6LJ. 65 ,--00 
51 52 53 ~)L~ 55 56 
41 42 43 44 45 Lj.6 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
21 22 23 2L~ 25 26 
11 12 1~ l lJ- F :; 1 6 
• ~ 
:::'xplan.ation : \vhen t he drum major has c; i ven t h e signal , lin e 
No . 71-76 marches from t h e \'Theel, to t h e left ., an d takes 
t he position indicat ed i n Fig . 6 . Lines Ho. 61- 66 and 
51-56 f o.ll.ow i n lik e mann er. l ne No. L~l- 4-6 l eaves t,.h e 
formation as i n dicated in. F'i e.; . 7 ., and in 1 11-:: e manne r 
are followed by lin es rro. 31-36 , 21-26 an d ll.-16 until 
t .he ori.ginal posi t ion s o f t h e marc h ing order are resum ed . 
See Fi g . 8 . 
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• 
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march 
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• 
.t.Xplanat.ion : Nos. ll-16 march about 20 yard s from 
t he s randstC'lJ1 d sidelin e. 
85 
:rros. 21-23 a...nd 31-33 march rie;ht oblique taking position s 
as ind icated above. 
Nos. ll+-16 and 24-26 ma,rch left oblique, taldng positions 
as i n dicated above. 
Nos. 41.-46 left face; march in single file follo.wing No·. 46 
to the center of t h e bottom line of the formation, beh ind t .J.1e 
drum major. 
:t--Yos. 51-56 ri e;ht . face; follovl NO'. 51 in singge file~ stop-
pinES in line behind IIJ"o. l~l. 
Nns. 61-66 left face; march in single file fo-lloi'Ting No. 66 
and stopp ing i.!'l line behind No. 56. 
Nos. 71-76 form a circle by havine; the ends of t h e line 
come to get.h er, vii t h the center of t h e circle in line 1·1i th n o. 61. 
The anchor shaft must be perfectly straight: .,..ach person in 
t hat line must stan d directly behind t h e person ahead, lo,oking 
s t raight a h ead a...Yld havirJ:g ju.st. enough roo:m bet'i'Teen h i mself an:d 
t h e person in front- of him for playinG his instrument. 
To dissolve : Reverse the above directions. Na.rch to original 
posi t ion s and right about. face. 
FO R\!14. T I O!,f 
u. s. ~ . 
• 
Fig . 1 .. 
71 72 73 7:'11- 75 76 
line of 
61 62 63 64 65 66 mB.rch 
51 52 53 _,,: 54 55 56 l 41 42 43 L~L~ 45 1~6 
31 32 33 3L~ 35 36 
21. 22 23 211- 25 26 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
X 'T .r~ 
DH 
40 yd. L~O yd. 
Fig. 2. 7l 72 73 711- r{5 76 
.line of 
61 62 f":-, 0) 611- 65 66 march 
51 52 53 Slt- 55 56 t 
41 1~2 43 44 45 46 
21 22 23 24 25 26 11 12 13 l Lt. 15 16 31 32 33 311- 35 36 
X X 
DH 
20 yd. 20 yd. 
Fig. 3. 
71 72 73 7 Lj. 75 76 
51 52 5) """l!. J • 55 56 LJ-1 42 43 Ll-4 45 1~6 61 62 63 64 rc:; 0_,~ 66 
21 22 23 211- 25 26 11 12 13 14 1.5 l ' · _o 31 32 33 34· 35 36 
X Dr·i X 
• 
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FOHN TION 
U. S.A. 
( cont im.ted ) 
Fig . 4. 
-71 1~ ·~~ 76 »I 
~ 
. ' I ---------- I 
. I Li\ \\\ 
66 51 1 ~2 53 54 
\ 
21/~~· 
'"" 
25 x26 3--1~5mH6" 31 32 33 34 35 
Explanation : Band marches fon·mrd, ;·lith outside files on t .he 
- l.J-0 yd. markers, stopping about t .v,rent,y yards fro !l1 t h e side-
lines. ( Fi g . 1.) The drum majo r blo'.vS the 'lhistle ; lines 
rro . 21-26 and 31-36 march right oblique and left oblique 
respectively, stopping vrhen they are i n line uith ~ros . ll-16 . 
The remaining rcu1Jlts continue 'to forvrard march( Fi e:; . 2 . ) Then 
lines no. 51- 56 and 61-6 6 march ri ght oblique and left ob-
lique respectively, stoppinG about ten yards behind the 
lines ahead of them. (Fig . 3.) Lines La- 46 has continued 
to for'~Hard march , stopping Hhen it is abou.t ten yards be-
hind line no. ll-1 6 . L ine No . 71-76 marches for'dard, stop-
ins about ten y&rds behind line No. L:-l-li-6 . -
The finished forrnat.ion (Fi e; . 4. ) is exe cut.ed vihen the 
drum major sees tha,t Fig . 3 has bee:n coiupleted a .. nd blovrs 
the 1tlllist.le. \tfi ·Gkl the si c_:11al ea .. c11 band 1nernbe1"l moves t .o 
his plac e as indicated(Fi g . 4.) 
To dissolve : Repeat fi 3ures n o. 3 , 2, a.Dd 1. in that order . 
This will result in the o rig inal marching order as in-
di cated in Fig . l. 
x- indicates twirlers Dr-I - Drum T•Iajor 
• 
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"Pennant v1ith H ~' 
Fig . l • 
mr 
Stall.ds 
Expla .. nation: The signal for t he formation i s given b y the drum 
major. i'lhen the signal is g iven each band member mo:ves 
· from. h is recular position t .o the position ind icated . (Fig. l.) 
Uhen the positions have been reached, each ba.nd member 
tu rns and faces t he stan ds. 
To dissolve : Vlhen the sign al is g iven , each b and member 
marches to h l s orig inal p osit ion i n the marct-1ing order. 
" Shield 1·1i t h N" 
line of 
march 
1 
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FO RI!~ TIOrTS 
( cont i nued ) 
Sxplan.at.i on : \ hen the si[91al i s Given , t h e b and me1. b er s move 
to their po s i ti01:. s as indi cated on the d i a g ram (Fi t; . l. ) 
on the prev ious page . •.rhe b and members n o t used i n form-
i n g t h e s h i el d outl ine are used f o r t lle letter forma tion . 
·rhe l etter u:rrn i s used here a s an ex ampl e . 
A n o vel e ffe c t . resul ts v1hen the shi el d r evolves . Th e 
band members f o rmi n g t l1e shi e l d outlin e march t o t i:1e 
r i ght , executins right turr~ s a t all co rner s ancl maki ng 
st.tr e t hat t he ou t l ine o f the shi eld do e s no t vary durin "· 
this movem ent. 
71 t 73 J '75 ~ 
61 72 63 74- 65 76 
line of 
51 62 53 64 55 66 march 
41 52 lc 54 1+5 56 ~ •J 31 42 33 44 35 lt-6 
21 32 2) 34 25 36 
ll 22 13 24 15 26 
t 12 t 1 1~ t 16 
DH 
~planation : On sie;nal, b an d memb e r s -,-,rit11 n umbers endi n g i n 
1, 3 o r 5 , right about fa c e , vrhil e those u ith numbers end-
i ng i.11 2 1 .L1- a .. nd 6 stand s t i l l . .&, f ter t lle turns h ave 
been executed t h e whis t l e is b lcnm ; ~-!umbers endi n g· l,. 3 
anci 5 r.1arch in the nevr direct i on ten step s( e.bout 5 yds . ) 
vrh i le numbers en d i n c; 2 , 4 an d 6 ma rch f o r wa r d a bout f: i ve 
yar d.s ( a l s o 1 0 step s . ) \vhen thes e st.ep s hav e b een t aken 
a l l band members execute ri ght - a b ou t - face ~md mar ch i n 
t he opposite direction ten steps . 
variat i ons o f t he above r e sul t by h a vin g o ther numbers 
t h an t hose d i a [sramed , march i n opposit e d i rections . 
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